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Optical System for Dynamic Analysis

of Rotat ing Structures

SECTION I

SUTvIMARY

Presented herein are the results of a two-year technical program during which
it was successfully demonstrated that the optical techniques of holographic inter-
ferometry, speckle photography, and moir’e interferometry could be utilized to
perform dynamic measurements on rotating structures in both laboratory and opera-
tional test stand environments. Thework culminated with the successful recording
of interferometric holograms of a TS22 fan stage (140 percent version of the JT1OD )
running at speeds up to 8000 rpm in Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s X-308 outdoor test
facility. Supported under Contract F33615-75-C-20l3, sponsored by the Air Force
Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command , the program was divided
into six phases which encompassed the design, development, and application of
a laboratory image derotation system , followed by the study, fabrication, and
test of an image derotation system for test stand application . Relevant to the
six major phases of the contract , the results of the theoretical and experimental
investigations -may be summarized as follows :

I - Design Study:

Following an analysis of the interrelated alternatives, including
such items as motor and prism selection together with synchronization
procedures , in the operation of an image derotat ion system , a
preferred design was established; a transmissive system , ut ilizing
a f olded Abb’e inverting prism contained within a hollow shafted torque
motor , which is , in turn , supported in an air bearing .

II - Laboratory Hardware Development :

An optical image derotat ion system was fabricated and tested ; demon-
strating a capability for holding stationary the image of an object
rotating at speeds up to 10,000 rpm. -

.1.
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III - Laboratory System /ipplication:

The image derotator was employed in laboratory investigations of
various rotating structures with the following significant capa-
bilities established .

1. The ability to depict contours of constant vib ratory displacement
by the generation of a moir’e fringe pattern , formed by overl aying
two interferometric holograms (recorded with bias fringes present )
of a rotating disk in both a vibration and vibration-free
condition.

2. The ability to record directly, via a single interferometric
hologram with the bias fringing reduced to a minimum, the
vibrational mode pattern of a rotating circular disk.

3. The ability to record bending and torsional modes of the flat
blades on an eight-bladed disk rotating at speeds up to 21400 rpm.

-i. . The ability to show sensitivity to the phase of vibration of
a rotating disk by recording triple- and quadruple-pulse holograms .

5. The ability to record interferometric holograms of disks
rotating at speeds in excess of 9000 rpm .

6. The ability to record specklegrams of rotat ing disks, subjected
to vibration, from which bending strain could be calculated by
observing the diffraction halo fringes in the transform plane . S -

7. The ability to visualize, using speckle techniques , the vibra-
tional mode patterns on a rotating disk in real-time .

DY - Test Stand Study :

Preliminary sketches and estimated costs were prepared for the design
and fabrication of a test stand model of the image derotator system .

V - Test Stand Hardware Fabrication:

An entire image derotator system, with provision for mounting and
alignment of both a cont inuous-wave and pulsed laser on the same
pallet with the image derotator optics , film transport , and auxiliary
optics necessary for beam steering and holography was designed and
fabricated . In addition , the necessary electronic control and synchro-
nization circuitry, Including provision for remote operation , was
designed and fabricated .

2
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VI - Test Stand Evaluation:

on two separate occasions (December and February), the image derotator
system was installed at the outdoor P&WA X-308 Test Stand at
Bradley Field for evaluation with a TS22 compressor fan stage as
the subject. Bel ow freezing temperatures during the December test
period and their effect on pulsed laser operation hampered testing,
but data was secured at a fan speed of — 3000 rpm demonstrating
proof-of-principle: interferometric holograms, depicting the vibra-
tion characteristics of rotating objects , can be recorded in an
actual test stand environment using the image derotator system
designed and developed during the init ial phases of the contract .
Rework of the laser system , and a break in the weather during
February, permitted a dramatic demonstration of the system ’s
potential ; interferornetric holograms were successfully recorded
at various engine operating speeds (up to 8000 rpm) representing
both synchronous and asynchronous blade dynamic response conditions .

The present report provides a comprehensive review of the invest igations
performed throughout the entire two-year contract period , although some of the
details previously recorded in the interim technical report s (Ref. 1) have been
omitted. The technical discussion has been divided into six areas in keeping
with the study phases enumerated above .

Section III - Design Study

Sec bion IV - Laboratory Hardware Development

Section V - Laboratory System Application

Section VI - Test Stand Study

Section VII - Test Stand Hardware Fabrication

Section VIII - Test Stand Evaluation

These are preceded by an Introduction (Section II) which briefly reviews the
motivation for the current investigations and are followed by the References
(Section I X ) .  Included as an appendix at the end of the report is a detailed
description of the Electronic Circuitry (Appendix I) .  -:

3
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SECTION II

fl~TR0DUCT ION

The measurement of dynamic strains in rotating structures is a problem
essential to the testing of turbine engine components. The most common method for
making these measurements is by placing strain gages on the structure and recording
their output signals through slip rings or by radio telemetry. This method
occasionally suffers from problems in the output linkage , and perhaps more often
from inadequate placement of the gages themselves. For static objects , optical
methods have offered considerable benefit in that they allow rapid inspection of
the full surface of the object , a feature that often leads to the quick identifi-
cation of areas of high stress concentration . A wide variety of optics]. methods ,
including photoelasticity, moir’e interferometry, speckle photography and hologram
interferometry are available.

In recognition of’ the utility of such an application, there were report s by
researchers trying to apply hologram interferometry to rotating objects as early
as 1970 . Historically, three approaches have been considered for the optical
analysis of vibration on rotating objects.

The first method is essentially a brute force approach; that is gatthg a
laser into extremely short pulses , one per revolution , so that hologram inter-
ferometry could be accompl ished on a rotating object (Ref . 2 ) .  The extreme
diff iculty associated with maintaining registrat ion of the hologram and object ,
together with the low laser energy inherent to the short pulses required to stop
the rotary motion , make this method an unlikely candidate for industrial applications.

• A second method , developed by Tsuruta and Itoh (Ref’s . 3 and 14),  makes use of
a hologram fixed to the rotating object and a large mirror placed in front of the
object . In this system, the fixing of the hologram to the object removes all
relative motion between them, and it is , therefore, a self-compensating system.
This approach has been purused by Sikora (Refs . 5 and 6) for the study of rotating
propeller blades. The disadvantage of the system is that in many applications it
is not practical to fasten a hologram to the rotating object , and further , it is
often impossible to place a mirror the size of a rotating object in front of’ it
(consider the inlet to a jet engine). Finally, such a system would not allow
concomitant inspection.

14
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The third alternative, developed by P. Waddell (Ref’s . 7 through 13) uses an
image derotator (rotating erector prism) to optically compensat e (“ stop” )  the
motion of the object giving ~t the appearance of a stationary object and thereby

• permitting use of the many, more or less , “ standard” optical analysis techn iques .
it is this approach that forms the bas .s for the method to be utilized in the
work described herein.

An important advantage of the rotating erector prism over stroboscopic
methods for stopping the rotation of an object is its ability to provide contin-
uous motion compensation of the object. This, in turn, means that the object
may be subjected to cont inuous illumination for photoelasticity and moir’e
interferometry. Further, the motion compensation is independent of the object
radius and limited only by the mechanics of rotating the prism , so that tolerances
on pulse width and pulse repetition rat e are greatly relaxed if pulse illumination
is used. These factors are particularly important when the light is to be
derived from a laser, as in speckle photography and hologram interferometry.
Consequently, the present program was undertaken, considering that its successful
development would permit extension of the various coherent optical metrology
techniques, whose substantial worth has already been demonstrated in static
structural analysis studies, to such problems as centrifugal strain measurement ,
simulated flutter investigation, and rotational effects on vibrational mode
response. The technical work was divided into six phases, as noted in the summary, •

and was conducted over a 214-month period , as outlined in Fig. 1.
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SECTION III

D~~IGN STUDY

Design Alternatives

The important elements to be considered in the design of an image derotation
system include the optics (transmissive or reflective), the motor and bearing, and
the type of synchronization circuitry. Perhaps the overriding consideration is the
performance of the optical element itself in terms of its field—of—view, numerical
aperture, optical distortions, aberrations, and adaptability to precisely controlled
rotation. The last consideration is greatly influenced by the choice of motor to be
used in turning the image derotator.

Relative to the basic type (transinissive vs. reflective) of optical system, it
must be remembered that reflective systems would require an additional beam splitter
over transmissive systems in order to extract the final image from the system. This
implies an unavoidable loss of 75 percent of the light otherw~ise available; equiva-
lent to a reduction of two f-stops in photographic speed. Thus, if a transmissive
system can be used, it is to be preferred over the reflective type because it trans-

-
• 

mits four times more light for the same numerical aperture. Utilization of such a
system then depends upon the availability of hollow shaft motors compatible with a
transmissive image derotator.

Just such items are available in the form of DC torque motors, designed to
deliver high torque, especially at low speeds. Furthermore, it was determined that
a variety of such torque motors, with adequate internal diameters and speed capability
are available in component form such that they could be mounted directly on the shaft
they are to turn , permitting the construction of a hollow shaft motor. Once a hollow
shaft has been fabricated, and mounted within a bearing assembly which is fixed to a
stationary outer frame , the armature may be mounted to the shaft and the stator to
the frame. It was further decided that the bearing assembly could be greatly sim-
plified by the use of air bearings, which are available in sufficient size (up to
2.0 inch internal diameter, and 14.0 inch length) to support the entire shaft. The
runout of these bearings , as quoted by the manufacturer, is approximately three
orders of magnitude less than that for class 8 ball bearings. Thus it could be
asstnned that all errors in the derotated image would be due to misalignment of the
rotation axis , or to balancing.

Having determined the practicality of a transmissive approach, with a hollow
S shaft motor , the question as to the type of prism to be used has to be answered .

A survey of such rotators has been compiled by Swift (Ref. 114), and of the 
various7
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designs considered, four could be conveniently used in a hollow shaft motor: the
double-dove, the folded Abb?~, the R~ntsch, and the Pechan. The double-dove prism
can be elininated since it is generally restricted to use in collimated light because
of its inclined entrance and exit faces. The R~ntsch is undesirable because it is
complicated to both fabricate and align. The Pechan has the disadvantage of having
a cross section that is larger than the prism aperture, and further, it cannot S

tolerate too great an angular deviation of the rays passing through it without losing
the essential total reflections. Therefore, the folded Abbe rotator (shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 2) offering a uniform cross section, balanced design, and good
angular tolerance was selected.

After selection of the motor-bearing configuration and the prism, all that
remained for a complete specification of the design was the synchronization system.

• Because a DC motor had been chosen, a DC servo control system was required. Thus,
speed sensing transducers were required on both the object and the derotation prism,
and these were preferably in the form of markers that generated a number of equally
spaced pulses per revolution of the object. The speed indicator for the prism was
constructed to generate twice as many pulses as the object. Each of these pulse S

trains was converted to a square wave and the two waves were multiplied and inte-
grated. When the two waves were in phase quadrature, the resulting signal was zero,
and any slippage of phase yielded a positive or negative signal depending upon the

• direction of slippage. This signal was fed back to the hollow shaft motor to keep
it phase locked with the rotating object . The choice of the number of pulses per
revolution of the object depended upon the desired response of the system to object
accelerations and upon the number of angular positions at which observations were
required. For actual bladed disk studies , a logical choice would be to use the
blades of the fan under study to generate pulses, and then matching these to the
encoding disk on the prism assembly in such a way as to generate twice that number
of pulses.

Optical Design of the Preferred System

The folded Abb~ inverting prism has a physical path length that is 5.2 times
the entrance or exit aperture diameter. (Because the prism is rotated, the aperture
is circular and equal to the smallest dimension of the square end. ) Since the light
within the prism is traveling through glass, the actual path must be reduced by the
reciprocal of the index of refraction to obtain the equivalent air path that should
be used in computing numerical aperture and field of view. For an index of 1.50,
the equivalent air path becomes 3.11.6 times the prism aperture , which is the physical
length of the prism itself. In the design and operation of any optical system, it
is desirable to have the same numerical aperture for every image point . This means
that the lens aperture should subtend the same solid angle relative to each point
in the image field. The failure to fulfill this condition is called vignetting.
Considering the prism as a tunnel through which the optical system must look to fo

rm8
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Fig. 2 Folde d Abbe Inverting Prism
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an image of the object , this condition is best met by placing the lens aperture at
• one end of the prism and forming the image at the other. To record the image (refer-

ring to the schematic diagram presented in Fig. 3), it is most convenient to use a
copy lens to relay the image field with a 1:1 magnification to a suitable distance
from the rotating prism. In order to avoid vignetting in the relay step, it is
conmion to place a field lens at the image plane so as to image the aperture of the
objective lens onto the aperture of the relay system (copy lens). The use of’ this
relay system will permit the introduction of a reference beam at the recording plane
for hologram recording.

In the system described above, the minimum f-number of the optical system is
determined by the ratio of the length to the width of the prism, and is f/3.l#6,
regardless of prism size. The size of the prism was chosen to provide an image
diameter of a suitable size; a 35 ma fiJin frame is 1 inch across , and this would
make a suitable cross section for a prism. The objective lens must be chosen to
have a back focal length (distance between the back element and the image plane ) of
at least 3.5 inches . This distance is compatible with, for example, the 105 ma focal
length lens for the Mainiya C33O camera .

In general applications of this system, it may be necessary to obtain wider
fields of view than would be offered by a 105 ma lens • This can be accomplished quite
easily by first forming the image required with a suitable camera objective lens ,
relaying this image through the image rotating prism with a copy lans , and relaying
the derotated image to the recording plane with a second copy lens • The h e x  No.
5007 CRT lens is suitable for both relaying steps since it is designed for 1:1
imaging, and has a lens to image distance of 3.11.6 inches. Two field lenses would be
required, one at each of the first two image planes. Although this system would
require two relay steps , it would allow virtually any objective lens to be used in
the system from a wide-angle lens to a telephoto lens , or even a zoom lens . Conver.-
sion from a single relay system to the double relay system would be easily accom-
pu shed and would not alter the system from the derotation prism to the recording
plane.

Optical Tolerance Requirements

The requirements in terms of optical performance that must be imposed upon
this system vary depending upon whether the system is to be used for moir~ inter-
ferometry, speckle photography, or hologram iriterferometry.

Moir~ Interferometry

Moir4 interferometry imposes the simplest requirements in that the optical
system merely has to be able to resolve the moir~ grid that is inscribed or projected
onto the rotating object. Nothing can be done in this area to procure lenses of

10
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proper design to form adequately resolved images through the prism. The prism will
act as a long block of glass and as such will introduce aberrations; these may be
compensated by proper design of the imaging lenses . Departures from flatness of
the prism faces , however , will introduce aberrations that are not correctable, and
therefore a tolerance can be expressed as the total distortion that the prism intro-
duces into a plane wavefront passing through it , and it should be kept to less than
X/ 14.

Speckle Photography

Speckle photography can be thought of as moire interferometry wherein the moire’
grid is replaced by the random interference pattern created by forming an image of
laser light scattered by a diffuse object surface. This pattern may be thought of
in the following way. The object surface may be considered as an infinite set of
infintesimal point sources of light. Each of these ‘points will be imaged by the lens
system into a distribution of light that may be called an aberration pattern. As
the lens imagery approaches the diffraction limit , the aberration pattern will
approach the familiar Airy disk. Generally, however, the aberration pattern is larger
than the Airy disk and it contains amplitude and phase structure that is comparable
in size to the Airy disk. The total image will be the sununation of the fields cor- —

responding to all the image points. Because all the fields from the object point S

are mutually coherent (a result of the laser illumination), the aberration patterns S

will interfere. Their interference will be random, however , because the phases of
all the object points will be randomly distributed. Thus , even for a di ffraction-
limited lens , the image will contain random interference patterns, or speckles.
With an aberrated lens, the structure in the aberration patterns will give structure
in the speckle pattern that will have the same spatial frequency distribution as for
a diffraction limited lens of equal numerical aperture. This leads to the main advan-
tage of speckle photography over moir4 interferometry: i.e., the spatial frequency
content of the pattern used in speckle photography depends only on numerical aperture
ard not upon lens aberrations.

In the speckle photography of rotating objects through an image derotation 
S

system, the angular orientation of the lens in relation to both the object and prism
constantly varies . Because &t is essential that the speckle pattern in the image
be kept the same for every angular orientation of the object, considerable constraints
on polarization are implied. (These will be considered in a following section,
restricting the present discussion to aberration effects.) The aberration pattern
created by a lens varies across the image field. If the lens is made of elements
that are all surfaces of revolution, the axes of which are colinear , then the aber-
ration pattern will depend only upon radius and will have an orientation relative
to the radius that is independent of angular orientation. Thus if the axis of’ the - -

lens intersects the axis of rotation of the object, the speckle pattern will be
rotationally invariant. Therefore, the lens to be employed must be checked for
colinearity of its elements, and. provision must be made for alignment of its axis

12
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with the center of rotation of the object surface . With a simple cemented doublet
or triplet, colinearity of the elements is quite easily obtained. With multielement
lenses , such as camera objectives, more difficulty may be encountered. Irregulari-
ties in the prism surfaces and inhomogenelty of the glass of the prism may ~~ntribute
variations to the aberration pattern of the prism that are not independent of angle.
Again , these may be collected into a signal specification on the wavefront distor-
tion of the prism, and a tolerance of X/14 should be adequate.

Failure to maintain a specifi c speckl e pattern which is constant with rotation
of the object will adversely effect attempts to do speckle photography on rotating
objects. Consider that most techniques of speckle photography involve making two
exposures of an object at different stress levels within the object due to static
or dynamic stress. If these two photographs do not possess speckle patterns that
correlate with one another, it will be impossible to extract metrological informa-
tion as to the change in shape of the object. Thus , changes in the speckle patterns
in the derotated image with changes in angular orientation of the object will re-
strict the angular orientations of the object that may be compared. In short, the
two exposures would have to be made at those angular orientations of the object at
which the speckle patterns repeated themselves; for example, once every rotation
of the prism, or every other rotation of the object. To minimize this effect,
which could greatly reduce the utility of the system, the numerical aperture of
the lens system can be reduced so that its performance approaches the diffraction
limit. However, this in turn reduces the sensitivity of speckle photographic tech-
niques to strain, and thus, care must be exercised to maintain a constant speckle
pattern.

Hologram Interferometry

The visibility of the fringes that are observable in hologram interferometry
will depend strongly upon the correlation of the amplitudes of the two fields being
interfered. Lack of correlation in the two fields recorded by a double-exposure
hologram will reduce the ability to observe fringes and make any useful measurement.
Thus, in general, the requirements related to the correlation of the image fields are
the same for holography and speckle photography. In addition, however, there should
not be too great a phase profile across the image plane introduced by the prism; a
problem which could occur , for example , if the exit face of the prism were wedged.
This m ay  be specified by the total departure from colinearity on an emerging wave-
front with respect to an entering plane wave. With the three pieces of the folded
Abbe prism, it is possible to compensate for a wedge effect by angular adjustments
of the prism elements . If the image rotator is used in a relay step, then the field
lens, used at the image formed by the first objective lens, must be centered on the
rotational axis of that image. Failure to do so will also introduce a severe phase
function across the image. The effect of an image phase function would be to generate
a large number of meaningless fringes in the interferogram that will depend upon the
two relative object angles at which the holograms were recorded. Aside from difficulties
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in interpretation, these fringes, if too fine, could exceed the resolution of the
system making it impossible to reduce the data.

Polarization Effects

The use of an image derotator for moir~ interferometry requires no consideration
of the polarization of the light used. Both speckle photography and. hologram inter-
ferometry, however , are quite dependent upon the polarization of the light used.

Although retroreflective paint , used on the test objects to be studied, does
not depolarize the light that strikes it to any great degree , it was found by
experiment that the beam splitter and mirrors would introduce considerable change in S

polarization unless the light was polarized linearly vertical or linearly horizon-
tal. Linearly vertical polarization was preferred because it gave a more nearly
fifty percent division by the beam splitter. It was also found by experiment that
the derotator prisms introduced very nearly a half-wave retardation between vertical
and horizontal polarizations . Thus , with quarter—wave plates before and after the
derotator , the entire unit could be made neutral regarding polarization. Consequently
the illumination should be made vertically polarized; the quarter-wave plates set at
± 11.5° to the vertical; and in this way the light in the object beam would remain
vertically polarized regardless of the orientation of the derotator prisms. The
rotation of the prisms would introduce a Doppler-shi ft phase modulation , but this
is insignificant over the duration of the laser pulses. (It should be noted that
the half-wave retardation achieved natu.rally by the prisms made it unnecessary to
rotate the quarter-wave plates with the prisms as had been originally planned.)
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SECTION IV

LABORATORY HARDWARE DEWEL0FM~~r

Following the design study, an optical image derotat ion system for the dynamic
analysis of rotating structures, in the laboratory, was designed and fabricated. As
described in Section III, the design of the system was based upon a transmissive
image rotating prism located within a hollow shaft motor comprised of an air bearing
and a dc torque motor. The three major components (prism, air bearing and dc
torque motor) were purchased, while the mechanical assembly that makes up the hollow-
shaft motor, and the fixtures that hold the optical elements in place were designed
and fabricated at United Technologies Research Center (UTRC). The electronic
circuitry to drive and synchronize the mo tor was also designed and fabricated at
TJTRC. The system was tested to object speeds of 10,000 rpm and a typical test
result, illustrating a resolution capability of at least 15 cycles/mm in the image
of a test object rotating at a speed of 5,000 rpm, is presented.

The overall laboratory optical system, shown in blueprint form in Fig. 14~ is
mounted on a large aluminum plate and is comprised of an objective lens, the derotator,
a field lens, a copy lens, and a film transport. Pictures of the overall system are
presented in Figs. 5 (side view) and 6 (axial view). A 35 mm camera back, to which
the copy lens is directly at~ached, is used for photographic recording, as shown in
Fig. 5; whereas a Jodon 35 mm film transport is used for hologram recording, with a
separate copy lens, as shown in the blueprint of Fig. 4•

Image Derotator

The most complex portion of the optical system is the image derotator itself
(shown inblueprint format in Fig. 7), containing three commercial components as
noted above.

1. 3-element prism, Optical Systems and Technology, Inc.

2. de torque motor (Model 2375-038), Magnetic Technolo~~r , Inc .

3. Air bearing, Apex Bearing Corp .

(In the laboratory system a brush type motor was utilized , whereas the test stand , -

system, to be described subsequently, incorporated a brushless motor also —

supplied by Magnetic Technology, Inc. In addition, the air bearing for the test
stand system was specially designed and fabricated by Dover Instruments, whereas
the bearing unit incorporated in the laboratory system was a stock item from Apex.)
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The image derctator is mounted in a stand that allows axial translation.
A close-up view, looking through the prism assembly at the test object , is presented
in Fig. 8 to show the hollow torque motor installed on the derotator , and a close-up
view of the opposite end (Fig. 9) shows the LED pickups , angle encoder disk and a
portion of the prism assembly. The holder for the prism was a cylindrical shaft,
designed to fit inside the hollow spindle of the motor with adequate clearance , and
which , itself , had a square hole machined axially through its center. The prism fit ,
with adequate clearance, in the square hole and was held there by the retaining and
adjustmcat screws. Details of the system assembly, adjustment and operation, together
with the prism installation, alignment and balancing are contained in Ref. lb.

Electronic Circuitry

The derotator electronics consists of’ two cable connected , remotely located
rotation rate detectors and asscciated signal conditioning electronics, and an
operator control chassis which hci~~e~ the control logic , image derotator motor driver
and associated power supplies (see Fig. 6) .  One of the remotely located detectors
is used to provide rotation rate and rotational position information about the torque
motor driven optics (image derotator), while the other remotely located detector is
used to provide rotational rate and angular position information about the rotating
object. Thus, th ese two remote detectors provide the information needed by the con-
trol logic to synchronize the rotation rate of the image derotator to half the rota-
tion rate of the object. The control logic must also maintain a fixed rotational
phase relationship between the derotator and the rotating object , and a readout of
the status of each. An overall block diagram of the test stand version of the sys-
tem is presented in Fig. 10. (it is quite comparable to the laboratory system,
whose circuitry and operational details are contained in Ref. lb.)

Experimental Test Results

A typical test result showing a derotated image of a rotating test object ,
recorded with the system as depicted in Figs . 5 and 6, is presented in Fig. 11. This
particular image was recorded with the object , illuminated with white light,
rotating at a speed of 5,000 rpm (derotator speed of 2,500 rpm). The large white
circle indicates the total field-of—view of the system, in which the code wheel
(test object) is 3.75 inches in diameter and is located at a distance of 5 feet from
the objective lens. The camera aperture was set at f/8 to minimize the off-axis
aberrations of the objective lens, and the magnification at the camera plane is
approximately 0.09X. Under these conditions the equivalent spatial frequency of the
bars in the letter “F” of the small printing (inset of Fig . 11) is approximately 15
cycles/millimeter, indicating an overall system resolution under dynamic operation
of at least this value. The exposure t ime for this test was four seconds , durini’~
which period the test object experienced 333 revolutions . Kodak S0253 film, havinr
an exposure index equivalent to ASA14, was used as the recording medium . In further
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tests, it was learned that there is no degradation of the image due to vibration,
even at top speed (10,000 rpm on the object , 5,000 rpm on the derotator). Con-
sequently, system evaluation tests were initiated to investigate its applicability
to performing dynamic measurements on rotating structures using the optical techniques
of moir~ int erferometry, hologram interferometry and speckle photography.
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SECTION V

LABORATORY SYSTEM APPLICATION

Following the design study and system fabrication of the laboratory model,
the image derotator was evaluated with regard to its applicability for performing
dynamic measurements on rotating structures using moire techniques, hologram inter-
ferometry, and speckle photography. A photograph of typical test objects used
throughout these evaluation studies is presented in Fig. 12. Interferometric holo-
grams, depicting the vibration mode patterns of flat bladed disks, canted blade
disks and circular disks, using both moir4 and direct data readout procedures, were
recorded and reconstructed. While the majority of this laboratory testing phase
was done in the 2000 to 3000 rpm speed range for convenience, successful interfero-
metric holographic tests were conducted on circular disks at rotational rates in
excess of 9000 rpm. In addition, multiple-pulse holographic techniques were used
to ascertain the phase of the vibratory motion of rotating structures, and speckle
photographs of rotating objects were recorded and optically processed to calculate
bending strain. Further, the use of speckle methods for the real-time observation
of the ~ribration mode patterns of rotating structures was also demonstrated. The
result s of this phase of the work are reviewed in the present section, with further
details and additional examples previously reported in Ref. lc.

Holographic Investigations

A schematic diagram of the optical system used to record interferometric
holograms is presented in Fig. 13. As can be seen, the setup is quite conventional,
using a beam splitter to provide the object and reference beams , along with the
requisite turning mirrors for beam steering and path length matching, and a lens
for diverging the object beam to fully illuminate the test object. It should be
noted that the beam splitter is positioned directly in front of the objective lens
of the derotator assuring that object illumination is from the axis of the derotator.

Bias Fringe an d Moire Techniques

Care must be exercised in the alignment of the derotator axis relative to that
of the object ’s rotation axis. For direct vibration pattern recording (with double-
pulse interferometric holography) these two rotation axes must be colinear , whereas
slight misalignment will create a wedge of phase variation through which the object
rotates , yielding a reconstruction with cosinusoidal fringes (bias fringes) modulat-
ing the image . The number of bias fringes obtained will be directly proportional
to the degree of misalignment , laser pulse separation , and object speed.
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These bias fringes can be of considerable value when they become modified by
vibration of the object. Thus , in terferometric holograms were recorded with vibra-
tion stimulated in an 8 inch diameter spinning disk by an electromagnetic transducer.
A typical reconstruction from one of these holograms, recorded of the three-diameter
mode at approximately 1000 Hz is presented in Fig . lL~. By taking a similar inter-
ferometric hologram of a nonvibrating disk, and subtracting the linear fringes so
obtained from the result in Fig. l1~, the desired information about the vibration
mode could be obtained. This subtraction could be done most precisely on a digital
computer. However, a quick experimental approach, to provide a visual interpretation
of the mode pattern, is possible by making transparent grids from two reconstructions
similar to Fig. iI~ and overlaying them such that the fringes curve in opposite
directions. The resultant moire pattern corresponds to the contours of constant
vibratory displacement. The bias fringes, in and of themselves, however, have a
value that should not be ignored in that they permit interpolation between what
would be the interference fringes obtained without them, and therefore, they allow
more data to be taken at lower vibration amplitudes.

In general, however, it is necessary to be able to control the number of bias
fringes introduced. By rotating the object slowly and observing the image of the
objective lens aperture, the laser speckles in this plane could be seen to rotate
about a central point. The center of rotation of this pattern could be- moved to
the center of the objective lens aperture by tilting the axis of rotation of the
object. The exact point to which the center of rotation of the field should be
moved could be determined by stopping the object and slowly rotating the derotator.
Ideally, with the object rotating and the derotator in synchronization, there would
be no precession of the field in the image of the objective lens aperture. Figure 15
shows reconstructions of the same object as in Fig. l1~, but with the system adjusted
for fewer bias fringes; the two-diameter, one-circumferential mode at two different
points in the vibration cycle is shown, together with a nonvibratory result.

One of the ultimate applications of the derotator system is the examination of
bladed disks of jet engines. Therefore, tests were conducted using a disk with
blades having some cant to them. Figure 16 shows the recoristructions from inter-
ferometric holograms recorded of an eight-bladed disk whose blades were twisted to
an angle of 250 . The bias frinr~es should remain straight and equally spaced, even
through the object itself is contoured. This bladed disk was not purposel:r stimu-
lated into vibration , but it appeared to derive some stimulus from the air and/or
from the driving motor. Figure 16A shows very definite slanting of the fringes
across the blades, indicating their motion , whereas Fig. l6B shows ver:r little
motion .

Direct Interferometric Holography

By reducing the number of bias fringes to one or two, it is possible to recor-i
directly a double-pulse interferometric hologram whose fringes represent contours

29
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Fig. i1~ 8 In.  Disk at 2000 FPM; a Double—Pulse Hologram of the
3—Diameter Mode at ~ ‘ 1000 Hz (With Bias Fringes)
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of constant vibratory displacement. An example to illustrate this technique, which
depicts quite clearly the shape of the first three-diameter vibration mode of a
circular disk rotating at 2000 rpm is presented in Fig . 17.

Further studies were conducted with the minimal bias fring ing methods to obtain
direct interferometric holograms of bladed disks. Since controlled excitation of a
disk with canted blades posed some difficulties, a disk with eight flat blades
lying in the plane of the disk was constructed. The central hub of the disk was
.5 in. (12.5 mm) in thickness, and the blades were .22 in. (3 mm) in thickness.
The overall diameter of the disk, including blades, was 8 in. (200 mm), and the
aspect ratio of the blades was 7/3. The material was cold rolled steel so that
resonant excitation could be obtained by placing a diametrically opposed pair of
magnets near the tips of the blades and behind them. The magnets did not touch the
blades, but they pulled upon them each time they passed.

At the proper speed of rotation (1800 rpm), the action of the blades passing —

the magnets caused a resonant excitation (600 Hz) of the first two-diameter mode.
S A reconstruction from one of the holograms recorded of this object under such a

resonant excitation is shown in Fig. 18; note the pure bending of the four blades
at 11.5° angles, and the relative inactivity of the vertical and horizontal blades.

By replacing the permanent magnets with an electromagnetic transducer, vibrations
could be excited in the structure at any frequency. Thus, it was practical to exci te
the mode shown in Fig. 19 at 3100 Hz wherein the blade motion is essentially torsional.
It is presumed that the blade asymmetries assert themselves more at this higher fre-
quency and give a less symmetrical vibration mode than that depicted in Fig . 18.

The majority of the experiments were conducted at relatively low rotation
speeds (2000 to 3000 rpm) in the interest of safety and convenience. To demonstrate
the operation of the system at higher speeds, however, tests were run in the 5000-

- 
- 6000 rpm and 9000-10,000 rpm ranges. Two reconstructions from interferometric

holograms recorded of a 6.5 in. (165 mm) disk spinning at 8900 rpm and 9200 rpm are
presented in Figs. 20A and 20B, respectively. Excitation is derived from the air
and/or from the drive motor. At 8900 rpm, the disk seems to be vibrating in a mode
whose shape is similar to an umbrella. It is difficult to analyze the pattern at 

—

9200 rpm without numerical analysis, but the results, as presented in Fig. 20, do
establish that the system does indeed perform as anticipated at high rates of
rotation.

Multiple-Pulse Holographic Studies

In many situations it will be important to know the phase of vibratory motion
of the different parts of a rotating structure. It is important to note that in tll
the work discussed to this point, it has not been possible to tell whether the
vibrations shown are of fixed orientation with respect to the disks, or whether they
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are traveling aroun d them. If fixed , the contours shown would be contours of
constant vibration amplitude , but if the vibration pattern is traveling , they would
be contours of constan t vibration slope . This makes quite a difference jr any
analysis to be performed with the resulting data. To determine the vibration phase ,

-

‘ multiple-pulse holographic techniques were investigated. It can be said that , with
three laser pulses, a considerable difference can be expected in the resultant
fringe pattern , depending upon whether the object approaches and recedes from a
vibration maximum, or passes at a constant velocity through a rest position during
the three-pulse interval. A short analysis (Ref. lc) of triple-exposure holograms
of vibrating objects indicates that a straightforward interpretation of the resulting
patterns is possible.

Thus, triple-pulse holograms were recorded of the eight-inch disk, rotating at
2000 rpm and vibrating in its three-diameter mode; a typical reconstruction is
shown in Fig. 21. First, it can be seen in the variation from uninterrupted to
interrupted fringes across the disk that the illumination beams formed by the three-
pulses did not all have the same amplitude distribution across the disk. Second,
the fact that the fringes do appear interrupted indicates that the disk was defi-
nitely not vibrating ~.rith all portions moving in or out of phase. Were this so,
the fringe contours would be the same as in Fig. 17 and would be essentially unbroken,
albeit the fringes would no longer be sinusoidal. It can be said that the moire
patterns appearing in the fringes of Fig. 21 represent the true contours of constant
vibration amplitude at the instant of the central pulse. The fine interference
fringes show the contours of constant vibration slope. From an inspection of the
figure it can be concluded that this was, indeed, a wave traveling around the disk.

Speckle Investigations

In many- applications of any experimental technique for vibration analysis of
rotating structures, it may be expected that large vibration amplitudes may be
encountered. This may be dealt with, to some extent, in double-pulse holography
by reducing the time interval between pulses. There are practical limits to this,
however; e.g., it may be difficult to reduce the pulse separation to less than 10
microseconds. On the other hand, speckle photography can be used to detect and
measure vibrations at amplitudes that are quite large relative to holography, and a
considerable number of techniques are available (Ref. 15). It was decided, therefore,
to record speckle photographs of’ rotating objects using the image derotator and the
double-pulse laser. Because it could be presumed that no transverse motion of the
derotated image was likely- to occur during the pulse interval of 100 microseconds ,
it was decided to record a single defocused speckle photograph according to the
method described by F. P. Chiang and R. M. Jung (Ref. 16). This makes use of the
fact that speckles move in front of an object lit by laser light in proportion to
the tilting of the object surface. Separation of identical speckles in the resulting
specklegram give an indication of the change in surface slope between the exposures
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of the specklegram . The speckle separations can be measured easily by- performing
an optical Fourier transform on a small region of the specklegram , and measuring
the fringe spacing that occurs in the halo of scattered light around the zeroth
diffraction order.

Specklegrams were recorded of the eight-inch disk , spinning at about 3000 rpm
and vibrating in the first three-diameter mode, with the camera focused 8 in. (200 mm)
in front of’ the disk. Two sets were recorded as double exposures , one set with
vibration and one without vibration; arid two sets were recorded as triple exposures ,
one set with vibration and one without vibration. The pulse intervals were 100
microseconds. The specklegrams recorded without vibration indicated that, as expected,
there was little if any motion to the speckles between exposures. Halo fringes were
observed , however , within the transform plane of the specklegrams recorded with
vibration. Cosinusoidal fringes were seen from the double-exposure specklegrams,
and three-beam fringe patterns were seen from the triple-exposure specklegrams.
Figure 22 shows three sets of halo fringes taken from one of the double-exposure
specklegrains.

Bending Strain Calculations

The data available from the defocused specklegrams is in a form that is
particularly suitable for the analysis of bending strain. The speckle displacements ,
which are determined from the fringes in the diffraction halos, are directly- propor-
tional to surface tilt of the flat disk which was photographed . By measuring the
tilts at three locations on the disk, spanning an incremental change in the x-
coordinate and an incremental change in the y-coordinate , finite difference theory
may be used to determine the bending strain and shear .

The procedure is as follows . Linear functions of x and y are first fitted to
the fringes in the halos ; i .e . ,  functions of the form Ax+By . The coefficients of
the fit  determine a halo fringe vector , Fh, where -

(1)

The magnitude of this vector equals the reciprocal of’ the fringe spacing. The image
speckle displacement , ~ j, equals the wavelength, Xc, times the halo fringe vector,
times the distance from the specklegram to the halo , Rh,

~ 
X0R11 

~h
’ (2)

The speckle displacemen ts in front of the object are proportional to the gradient of
the out-of-plane displacement of the object surface, L5, by the relationship:

Grad(L~ ) iLX 
+ jL~ ~obh/2D

ob

14~
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where 
~ b is the speckle displacement In front of the object , D b is the distance

In fron~ of the object to the plane upon which the camera is focused, and super-
scripts are used to denote partial differentiation with respect to the superscript
variable. The speckle motion in the object space is m times the speckle motion in
the image space , where m is the demagnification factor of the image. Thus:

Grad(L~ ) 
~h

X
cRhmI2Dob 

( l-i. )

The four second partial derivatives are found by taking the incremental changes in
the first partials as a function of position on the object , and dividing by the
incremental changes in position. On the object, the change in position is in times
that on the specklegram, which cancels the m in Eq. (ii ) .  Thus ,

L~
OC 

c~~ h/2 1)
ob ) (A

~
_A

0)/~
x1 (5)

L~~ cRh/2Dob ) (B
y-

_ B
0)/~Y~ (6)

L~~ = ( X B .~/2D b
) (A

y-
-A0)/~y1 (7)

L~~ = c~~ hI’2Dob ) ( B _ B0 )/~x~ . (8)

The crossed partial derivatives, Eqs. (7) and (8) ,  should give the same value in the
absence of any misalignment of the sort that would give bias fringes. If , in prac-
tice, they are not equal , the correct value is easily obtained by taking their
average. This is because the bias fringes are analogous to a rotation of the object
in its own plane , which would give crossed partials of equal magnitude but opposite
sign.

The specklegrain halos shown in Fig . 22 were analyzed by the procedure outlined
above and the results are :

L~
°

~ = 2.372 x lO~ (mm~~ )

L~~ 0.7399 x 10 6 (~~~ l)

L’~~ .3 . 1i~89 x l0 6 (mm ~~)

The principle coordinates were found to lie at an angle of 39
0 to the ones

used , and the principle second derivatives were found to be 6.0765 ~c io 6 and
_ .714~5 x 1o 6 (mm ~~) .  It is important to note that the principle second derivatives
are of opposite sign , indicating anticlastic bending , which should be expected for
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modes with no circumferential node lines. It may be assumed that the principle
bending would be in the tangential direction, and from this the number of fringes
may be estimated under the assumption that the data was taken at an antinode . Such
a calculation indicates that there would have been 21 fringes from the center to
the antinode at the edge had a hologram been recorded. This is quite in keeping
with the known level of excitation for this recording relative to that used in the
hologram recordings.

Concomitant Observation of Rotating Structures

A number of methods were tried to observe vibration through the derotator
concomitantly-; however , any method that required preserving long-term interferometric
stability or continuous illumination failed. Finally, a successful method was found
that merely required illuminating the object stroboscopically, and observing the
object out of focus. The method simply requires viewing , directly, the type of
pattern that had been recorded previously as a defocused specklegram. If the vibra-
t ion is large enough , the streaking of the speckles can be seen directly, giving an
indication of the presence and shape of the vibration. The stroboscopic illuinina-
tion was required in order to acquire a speckle field that would not focus , but
could be observed at all planes along the optical axis.

The synchronous gating of the laser beam was accomplished by drilling a hole
in the object disk under study , and passing the laser beam through it. Ultimately ,
the code wheel of the derotator could be used to provide the gating of the laser by
means of two diametrically opposed holes. Figure 23 shows a photograph as taken of
one of these patterns which was observable through the derotator. (It should be
noted that the speckle streaking is much more evident in practice than it is in the
photograph; a not uncommon occurrence in the photographic recording of real-time
speckle and holographic experiments.)
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SECTION VI

TEST STAND STUDY

Havi ng established the feasib ility of applying hologram interferometry and
speckle photography to the dynamic analysis of rotating structures, a brief study
was undertaken to examine the requirement s for a test stand model of the Image
derotator system. Of primary concern were the additional adjustment s considered
to be necessary to provide the versatility in installation and al ignment required
to facilitate field operation. In particular , more versatility was desired in the
axial alignment procedure associated with the rotating prism assembly, and additional
adjustment capability for the optical beam illuminating the rotating structure under
test was necessary to fac il itate making the axes of the rotating object and
derotator colinear . The latter requirement necessitated the incorporation of
angular tilt and rotation , as well as horizontal and vertical translation, in the
out going beam.

Relative to the axial alignment procedure for the rotating erector prism ,
the heart of’ the image derotation system , several changes were deemed necessary
for test stand operation . The more important items in this area included the
following:

1. The inclusion of pad s at the corners of the hypotense faces of the
two 300 _600 ...9Q0 prisms to assure better alignment when assembled
within their holder.

2. Fabrication of the prisms to assure that the optical axis of the
system would be centered when they are mounted within a 1.000 inch
holder.

3. Use of a square (rather than round ) prism holder to fit within a
slightly rect angular hole in the air beari ng spindle , thereby
centering the holder in one direction while permitting adjustment in
the other .

14. Incorporation of access holes for cocking ~the 30
0 -60° -90° prisms

within their holder after assembly into the air bearing.

In addition, the air bearing was redesigned to avoid resonances which existed
in the laboratory model , and it was dec ided to replace the brush type dc motor
with a brushless dc motor to provide more stable operation . Finally, provision
was to be made for installing the i/14 wave retarders outside the derotator, adjacent
to the objective and copy lenses.

ti-5
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In order to facil itate al ignment of the object and derotator axes of rotation ,
provision was to be made for axially centering all the optical mount s and , more
importantly, it was decided to incorporate a large double-folding mirror assembly
into the optical train to provide both coarse and fine adjustment of angular
rotation , angular tilt , vertical translation, and horizontal translation. A
schematic diagram of this last unit is included as Fig. 214 , indicating the
reasonably compact character of the method selected .
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SECTION VII

— TEST STAND HARDWARE FABRICATION

Incorporating the mechanical design improvements called out in the previous
section, together with the necessary features dictated by a remote operation require-
ment (e.g., electrically actuated shutter), the opto-mechanieal test stand hardware
was fabricated and assembled into a reasonably compact , s€~lf-contained unit as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 25 andphotographically d~epicted in ~ig. 26. In
addition, the overall electronic control circuitry package was redesi~ried, and an
entirely new unit fabricated, to accommodate the brushless dc motor, provide a
remote operation capability, and incorporate refinements based on experience gained
with the laboratory system.

For discussion purposes, the test stand hardware can be divided into descrip-
tions of the overall opto-mechanical system and the general characteristics of the
electronic control circuitry, with details of the latter included as an Appendix
to the present report.

Overall Opto-MechanicaJ. System

As illustrated in Figs. 25 and 26, the entire opto-mechanical system, including
both the large cw HeNe alignment and pulsed ruby data recording lasers , was mounted
on a single 14 ft x 6 ft platform. In addition , provision was made for accommodating
a reference beam path leg of up to 211. feet in length on the same platform in order
to provide a single self-contained system; obviating the need for the remote place-
ment of a reference beam mirror at, or near, the test object when recording holo-
grams. Beam expansion optics were selected to permit complete coverage of the
32 in. diameter fan (test object ) at a distance of 12 ft (establishing the 214 foot
reference beam path length requirement). The film carrier was provided with an
automatic, remotely operable shutter, which initiated laser triggering, together
with an automatic film advance , permitting remote operation of the entire system.

The optical beam paths (both object and reference for holographic recording )
can best be described with reference to Figs. 25 and 26. Both laser outputs are
lowered to the working height (..... 6 in • above the table) by the small double-folding
mirror units (M1); their paths are then turned 900 and directed toward the beam
splitter (35 ) by another set of folding mirrors (M2 and MM). The cw HeNe laser
unit is used for alignment , and its folding mirror (MM ) is then rotated out of the
path of the pulsed laser beam for data recording. The beam then proceeds through
a negative lens (DL ) for beam expansion, and onto the beam splitter (38). The
transmitted light becomes the object beam , reflecting through the large double-
folding mirror assembly (M3) which directs it to the object . The reflected return
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illumination from the object retraces the sane path back to l~he beam splitter (BS )
where it is directed into the image derotation unit (DR ) and on to the film plane .
The original beam of reflected light from the bean splitter (BS) serves as the
reference beam, and is folded by mirror M14, directed through an aperture (A) and
collimating lens (CL), and folded an additional 6 times by mirrors M5 to develop the
214. foot path length before striking the film plane. (For speckle interferometry
work the reference beam leg is blocked off , and the film plane is rotated into a
position normal to the light beam transmitted through the derotator.)

As noted earlier , a new air bearing assembly was specially designed and
fabricated, by Dover Instrument Corp., for the test stand system to avoid some
resonances which existed in the laboratory model; and the rotational drive was pro-
vided by a brushless dc motor for greater stability. The new unit is shown in both
exploded and assembled views in Fig. 27. The motor stator is seen on the far left
of the exploded view , separated from the rotor by a cylindrical mount. Also seen
in the figure is the spindle, with its slightly rectangular hole to accommodat e the
prism unit, the air bearing itself, a retaining ring and thrust plate. A view of
the air bearing assembly as it was mounted in the overall system, immediately in
front of the film holder and automatic transport unit is presented in Fig. 28.

Electronic Circuitry

The test stand derotator electronics c nsist of an operator control chassis,
a pickup head arid remote signal conditioning electronics for the rotating object,
a brushless dc motor which drives the derotation optics, a pickup head and remote
logic and signal conditioning electronics for the derotator assembly, and a pressure
monitor interlock for the derotator assembly air bearing. The operator control
chassis houses the control logic , controls , readouts , derotator motor dr iver , and
power supplies . A front panel and interior view of the control chassis are presented
as Figs . 29 and 30, respectively. As with the laboratory model electronics , briefly
described in Section IV , one of the remotely located detectors is used to provide
rotation rate and rotational position information about the image derotator , while
the other remotely located detector provides similar information about the rotating
object, thereby providing the information needed by the control logic to synchronize

the rotation rate of the image derotator to half the rotation rate of the object.

Further , the control logic must maintain a fixed rotational phase relationship
between the derotator and the rotating object , and a readout of the status of each.

System Description

A block diagram of electronic synchronization circuitry is presented in Fig . 31,
and the overall interconnection diagram for the various electronic subasseniblies
was presented previously as Fig. 10.
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The function of the electronics depicted in the block diagram of Fig. 31 is
to perform the tasks noted above : sychronize the derotator and test object , the
image of which is to be held stationary; and maintain a constant phase relationship
between them. To accomplish this, a code wheel is attached to the derotator motor
shaft and another code wheel is attached to the rotating test object . The derotator
motor code wheel and pickup head are depicted in Fig . 32. The outer three channels
of this code wheel provide the five cycle per revolution three phase position
information required to provide commutation information for the brushless dc motor -

logic and driver. The inner channel provides 16 cycle per revolution of incremental
rotation rat e information used to generate an analog signal proportional to rotation -

rate of the motor and to generat e the index position signals . The pickup head ,
consisting of four light—emitting diodes and four phototransistor detectors , strad-
dles the code wheel . The test object code wheel has only two channels ; the outer
channel provides 16 cycles per revolution of incremental rotation rate information,
and the inner channel provides one index position signal per revolution. The test
object pickup head consists of only two emitter-detector pairs.

The signals from each code wheel are remotely processed by their respective
logic and signal conditioning boxes. The electronics in these remote boxes main-
tain proper bias to the pickup heads , detect the pickup head signals , and condition
the signals for transmission over the long cables (up to 150 feet ) between the -

remote boxes and the control chassis .

For both the object and the derotator, the incremental signal is applied to a
frequency to voltage converter (F to v). The F to Vt s convert rotation rate to a
DC analog signal. These signals drive the RPM meters, and are used by the rotation
rate tracking control loop. For the derotator channel, the 00 and 180° index pulses
are applied to the set and reset inputs , respectively, of a flip-flop type multi-
vibrator; thus, the output of the flip-flop completes a cycle for each full revolu-

- tion of the derotator. The single index pulse from the object is applied to the -

input of a bistable multivibrator; thus, the output of the bistable completes a
cycle for every two revolutions of the test object . With this circuit configuration ,
the frequency output from the two multivibrators are equal when the derotator motor
is rotating at half the rate of the object. These two signals are applied to an
electronic multiplier type phase detector whose output var ies as the cosine of the
phase angle between the input signals. The output of the phase detector is filtered
to provide a DC analog signal which is proportional to the rotational phase rela-
tionship between the derotator and a test object. This signal is used to auto-
matically maintain this phase relationship at a constant, preset value by a phase
lock control loop .

Modes of Control

The rotation rate of the derotator may be controlled in any one of the three
following ways: 1) by manually setting a front panel control potentiometer; 2) by
automatically tracking the rotation rate of the object; and 3) by tracking plus phase
control.
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In the manual control mode , the phase control switch should be in the inhibit
position . This inhibits the automatic phase control ioop. With the control switch
in the manual position , a positive DC voltage from the manual control potentiometer
is applied to one input of a summing amplifier . At the other input to the summing
amplifier, the negative output of the motor frequency to voltage converter is
applied. The output of the summing amplifier is amplified and used to control the
output level of the motor driver electronics. When the derotator RPM, and hence ,
the F to V output is of proper value, the input s to the summing amplif ier are equal
and of opposite polarity, and the necessary balanced control loop conditions have
been met . The control loop will maintain this set speed. The manual control mode
is used to test the derotator without the need for a rotating test object .

The track mode of controlling the rotation rate is used when a test object
image is to be derotated . With the control switch in the track position , the object
F to V output is compared to the derotator F to V output at the summing amplifier
input . The control loop forces the two to be equal by maintaining the derotator
rotational speed at half the test object rotational speed. The fron t panel cali-
brate control potentiometer fine tunes the two F to V ’ s to have an equal transfer
function. The lead and. lag lights give a visual indication of the object-motor
rotational phase relationship. The calibrate control is set to minimize the lead
to lag rate of frequency. When one light stays on, the object c~nd de~otator are
rotating at the same RPM.

The tracking plus phase control mode is used when a test object image is to be
derotated and a constant preset rotational phase relationship is to be maintained.
The phase lock control loop can be closed either manually (by use of the momentary
LOCK position of the control switch) or automatically (by use Of the ENABLE position
of the control switch). If the control switch is in the INHIBIT position , the
phase lock control loop is inoperative . When the phase lock control flip-flop is
in the SET state , the analog switch is closed and the phase signal is applied to
the control loop summing amplifier. The control loop response is to phase position
the derota~or motor with respect to the test object such that the phase signal at
the output of the inner summing amplifier (Fig. 31) is zero. The phase position of
the derotator motor (image angle ) may be changed by rotating the PHASE control
potentiometer. The PHASE offset voltage is summed with the filtered phase detector
signal, and the control loop response is to modify the phase position of the derota-
tor motor such that the output of the inner summing amplifier is zero. The PHASE
control will rotate the image angle approximately ±75°. The LEAD-LAG dual threshold
detector will automatically lock the phase control loop when the control switches
are in the ENABLE and TRACK positions. When the derotator motor accelerates to
within the capture range of the phase control loop , the lead-lag signal amplitude
at the output of the inner summing amplif ier will be of suff icient amplitude to
trip either the lead or lag threshold of the detector. The detector output will
SET the flip-flop and lock the phase control loop. The RPM HIGH-RPM LOW dual
threshold detector prevents lock of the phase control loop (either manually or
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automatically) if the rotation rate difference between the test object and derotator
is greater than the loop capture range. The detector output prevent s phase control
loop-lock by applying a SET inh ibiting RESET signal thru the OR gate to the loop
control flip-flop . The RPM HIGH and RPM LOW indicators indicate the status of this
detector.

Derotator

An air pressure operated interlock is located at the derotator air bearing
inlet port and prevents power from being applied to the derotator motor unless
adequate air pressure is applied to the air bearing. If air pressure fails during
operat ion of the derotator , maximum dynamic breaking is applied to the motor in
order to minimize damage to the air bearing. The derotation optics are driven by
a hollow shaft , brushless , dc servo motor. Such brushless motors have the following
advantages : they may be operated at high speed and at full torque; the stator is
in the wound member and may be mounted on a substantial heat sink; there are no
brushes to wear out , or brush wear particles; there is less EMI than in brush type
motors ; and, they have extremely long life. The motor is driven by a three phase
current source switching driver, and the prism fits within the hollow shaft of this
motor . The combination of a hollow shaft torque motor, with no gearing involved,
and a current source driver , gives a quick responding mechanical dr iver for the
derotation optics.

Test Stand Interface

To facilitate operation of the derotation s~~tem at the P&WA X-308 Test Stand ,
a separate control chassis containing interface , control , and sequencing electronics
was designed and fabricated specifically for that series of tests. This chassis
was cable connected to the derotator control chassis at the OBJECT SIGNAL CONDITIONER
(J3 ) rear apron connector . This connection provided control power to the separate
chassis , and provided 16 cycle per revolution incremental and one pulse per revolu-
tion test object signals required by the derotator control and logic electronics.
Thus, during the X-308 test series , the normal object code wheel, pickup head , and
signal conditioning electronics were not used.

Existing test stand instrumentation provided 32 cycle per revolution , and one
pulse per revolution, test object signals. The incremental signal was signal con-
ditioned , divided by two and applied to the derotator control chassis through a
line driver; while the index signal was simply signal conditioned and applied to
the derotator control chassis through a line driver.

A list of the remaining connectors and controls on the separat e chassis and
their funct ion follows:

CAMERA connector : camera shutter open/closed input signal , film advance
signal and film advance output signal.
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LASER connector: output signals to charge, discharge, and fire the laser.

SCOPE TRIGGER connector: output signal used to trigger an oscilloscope on
the leading edge of the laser fire signal.

RECORDER FIRE SIGNAL connector: output signal used to drive the timing channel
on the test stand data recorder.

INCREMENTAL connector : output for oscilloscope monitoring of the incremental
rotational signal quality.

LASER FIRE control: momentary pushbutton switch used to manually fire the
laser.

LASER CHARGE control: alternate action lighted pushbutton switch used to
maintain the laser in the capacitor bank charge mode.

LASER DISCHARGE control: alternate action lighted pushbutton switch used to
dump the charge on the laser capacitor banks.

FILM ADVANCE control: momentary pushbutton switch used to advance the film in
the transport by one frame.

AUTO SEQUENCE control: alternate action lighted pushbutton switch used to
enable an automatic sequencing circuit. The following sequence is initiated
by sensing closure of the “X” flash signal from the shutter: immediate
firing of laser (“x t’ flash closure indicates shutter is in full open
position), immediate triggering of laser monitoring scope trace, immediate
time mark signal to test stand data recorder, delay for shutter to close,
and output of a film advance pulse. The shutter is actuated by a remote
shutter control attachment.

Included as an Appendix to the present report is a detailed description of
the electronics including: a) controls , indicators , connectors and fuses ; b) main
control chassis; and c) remote electronics, calibration procedures, and brushless
motor control logic.

Also availab le, under a separate binding, for those personnel requiring such
information, is a compete set of circuit drawings.
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SECTION VIII

TEST STAND EVALUATION

The ent ire system, as depicted in Fig. 26, together with the associated
electronics was transported to the X-3O8, P&WA outdoor test stand near
Bradley Field for two separate test periods (December of 76 and February of 77).
A frame had been built to hold the derotator plat form at the proper height
(approximately 10’ off the ground) so that its optical axis could be aligned
with the rotation axis of the TS22 fan: the test object, which is a 14Q percent
version of the 1st stage JT1OD engine. Mechanical, optical, and electronic
installation and checkout proceeded smoothly, and was essentially completed

- 
within three days during the first test period, and two days during the second
test period. Photographs to illustrate the derotator installation at the test
stand are presented in Fig. 33 (looking toward the TS22 ) and Fig. 314 (look ing
towards the derotator).

System Alignment

Optical alignment was made difficult by the fact that the fan could not
easily be turned over at low speed , a requirement to set the center of the derotator
entrance aperture (as seen through the two large mirrors) on the center of ràtation
of the fan. The fan was turned by hand, therefore , while coarse alignment of the
two large mirrors was accomplished. Next the fan was turned at about 1400 rpm
with the starter motor to permit fine adjustment of the optics. This was done ,
as briefly described in Section V of the present report and in more detail in
Ref. lc, by observing the rotation of the laser speckles in the aperture of the copy lens.
(At fan idle speed , approximately 3000 rpm , the motion of the spec1’~les could not be observed
by eye necessitating the use ~f the starter motor to kick it over.) Finally, the
fan had to be alternatively s~~,vted and brought to idle , where the alignment of
the axis of the derotator could be centered on the center of rotation of the fan ,
and then brought back to rest. As the fan coasted down to rest, the speckles could
be observed in the center of the copy lens , permitting fine tuning of the adjust-
ment as noted above. Alternating between these two adjustments was required
because they were coupled to a small degree .
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Operat ional Diff iculties

During the f irst test per iod in December , the actual operation of the system
was beset by numerous difficulties associated with the cold weather. The component
most adversely affected was the pulsed laser system, whereas the test rig itself
suffered failure of a speed control valve during very cold weather (_5

0 C and
lower) which made it impossible to run above idle. In add ition , the opto-mechariical
mirror positioners became very hard to move due to increased viscosity of the
lubricating grease. Considerable difficulty was also encountered in providing
adequate signal processing to the speed signal (32 pulses per revolution) from the
test fan to operate the derotator control electronics. This was dealt with by
sensitive adjustment of the electronics during the actual test runs. The only
serious failure in the optics was a deterioration (“orange peeling”) in the over-
coating of one of the large mirrors that caused a great deal of scatter. Diffi-
culty was also met in getting the retroreflective paint to adhere to the fan well
enough to take the high rotation speeds. This was essentially solved by curing
the paint on the fan with a large portable heater for several hours.

Based on the exper ience accumulated during the first test period, and taking
advantage of a brief warming trend (above freezing temperatures), the second test
period ran much smoother.

It should also be noted that throughout both the first 3 1/2 week test period
and the second 14 day test period , the brushless dc motor driven , air bearing
supported, image derotation prism system, and its electronic control circuitry,
together with the remotely actuated shutter, sequence triggering and film advance,
performed beautifully.

Test Results

- 
- Interferometric Holography

During the first test period, two sets of interferometric holograms were
recorded; one with the fan at idle (v.i2700 rpm), and one with the fan at five dif-
ferent engine operating speeds (representing both synchronous and asynchronous
blade dynamic response ) up to approximately 8000 rpm.

The first set , although recorded with a slightly offset reference beam (because
of slippage in the last mirror) obscuring a small portion of the fan since image
plane holography is being utilized, was successfully reconstructed arid the results
dramatically demonstrated proof -of-princ iple : Inter fer ometr ic hologr ams , depicting
the vibration characteristics of rotati ng objects , can be recorde d in an actual
test stand environn~ nt using the image d.erotator system designed and developed
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- dur ing the initial phases of the contract. Three typical results are shown in
Figs. 35 and 36. (The black line across the image is the shadow of a wire strung
across the illumination beam so that the orientation of the rig reference frame
could be determined.) The pulse separation time was 20 microseconds, and the lack
of fringes on the central hub of the fan prove that the system can be sufficiently
well aligned to eliminate bias fringes in the hologram reconstructions. As can be
seen in the figures, there is considerable motion of the fan blades (bending out-
side the shroud, twisting inside the shroud) at this engine idle condition.

The second set of holograms from the first test period were recorded at the
following conditions: flutter at 7570 rpm, no flutter at 7570 rpm; SE resonance at

- 7920 rpm; 3E resonance at 1#3140 rpm; and full-scale flutter at 7570 rpm. These holo-
gram reconstructions suffered from the fact that the coating on one of the 6 inch
diameter turning mirrors had deteriorated and developed an “orange peel ” texture.
This caused a great deal of return scatter , which made it very hard to align the
system, and projected a random pattern on the illumination of the fan , against
which it was very hard to observe fringes.

During the second test period in February interferometric holograms were sue-
cessfully recorded at various engine operating speeds representing both synchronous
and asynchronous blade dynamic response conditions, in addition to the engine idle
condition. Optical data were recorded at speeds of approximately 7500 rpm (with
and without flutter), 14500 rpm (a 3E resonance ) and 5000 rpm. The last test coridi-
tion was selected on the basis of the test stand instrumentation, which indicated
a reasonable vibration level; subsequent analysis at P8Ji~A suggested this may have
been a 12E resonance , but this has not been substantiated . Typical results are
presented in Figs. 37 through 144. As in the previous figures, the b lack line
across the image is for establishing a reference orientation. The small black
rectangle into the fan just adjacent to this line and the five missing b lade tips
are caused by a mirror shadowing .

Representative vibration patterns , recorded of the third engine order resonance
at approximately 14500 rpm, are reproduced in Figs. 37 through 39. Figures 37 and
38 include the entire fan , and Fig. 39 is a close-up of’ a smaller area of the latter
to illustrate the fringe resolution attainable . The general characteristics in
both are quite simi’ar; that is , blade flap from the shroud out to the tip, and
blade twist inside the shroud. The only real difference is in the fringe density ,
or degree of motion between the two exposures used to record each interferometric
hologram. Since a 15 microsecond pulse interval was used in both cases , the figures
suggest that possibly one (Fig. 37) was recorded with the blades at a higher ampli-
tude position (lower velocity) in their vibratory cycle than the other (Fig. 38).
The airflow for this particular 3E synchronous blade dynamic response was approxi-
mately 90 pounds/second with a pressure ratio of 1.0.
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TS22 F A N

Fig. 35 Iriterferometri c Holographic Tests at F ~~~~~~A Test I~tan d — Bradley Field

~ t a ti o na l  Spee i : ~ 2700 RP M ; X— 308 Test I t an d — D ece mber  9,  19~6 ;
Ambi~ nt - Te mperature : —5 °C
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Fig. 36 TS22 Fan Vibration Characteristics ; Idle Conditions: 2700 RPM
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Fig. 37 TS22 Fan 3E Resonance at 111160 RPM -
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Fig. 38 TS22 Fan 3E Resonance at 111160 RPM
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Fig. 39 3E Resonance — Magnified View from Fig. 38
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Figure 140 (with a close-up in Fig. 14i) is a result obtained at approximately
5000 rpm, with the fringes suggesting a twisting characteristic; in some instances
all the way out to the tips of the blades. Airflow was calculated to 1~e 101
pounds/second with a pressure ratio of 1.0.

Figures 142 through 1414 were recorded at approximately 7500 rpm with different
back pressures applied to minimize, or establish, a flutter response in the fan.
The first (Fig. 142), representing a rxon.flutter condition, suggests the same general
characteristics as the previous examples; that is, a twisting inside the shroud
and a flapping outside the shroud, but both in a considerably more complex vibra-
tion pattern. The airflow for this condition was calculated to be approximately
128 pounds/second with a pressure ratio of 1.272, and the back pressure valve set
at 70 percent. To induce a flutter condition (Fig. 143), the back pressure valve
was reduced to 53 percent , reducing the airflow to approximately 117 pounds/second
while maintaining essentially the same pressure ratio (1.277). AgaIn, there is a
very strong twisting of blades inside the shroud, but a somewhat more complex
motion of the tips at a considerably increased amplitude as evidenced by the much
greater fringe density. As in some of the previous exanples, in order to more
graphically demonstrate the capability of the system to depict the blade motion in
the high deformation regions (high fringe density) of the fan, a portion has been
enlarged, and is presented in Fig. li14.

In most of the hologram reconstructions, a bright back reflection is notice-
able; this is most probably due to the reference beam being reflected first from
the film and then back from the copy lens of the dêrotator system (see Fig. 14) .
Its brightness, compared to the reconstruction of the fan , indicates that the
reference beam is too strong relative to the object beam.

Speckle Photography

Speckle photography, requiring considerably more laser intensity, was only
performed during the first test period when all three laser amplifier stages were
available; the third amplifier was not used during the second test series since it
appeared to affect the operational repeatability of the laser system. Speckle
photographs were recorded of the TS22 fan at idle, and at the following conditions:
3E resonance at 141400 rpm, 5E resonance at 8113 rpm, flutter at 7673 rpm, and no
flutter at 7673 rpm. A sample speckle photograph taken under flutter conditions at
7673 rpm is presented in Fig. 145. To record the specklegrams, the film transport
was rotated until its film plane was normal to the optical axis of the derotator.
The image plane was then adjusted to coincide with a focal plane located one meter
in front of the fan blades. Due to the high demagnification of the image (lateral
demagnification = 36 and axial demagnification - 1300), this meant a shift of only
0.77 mm backward in the image space from the plane of focus for the fan blades.
This adjustment was performed by placing a tape across the rig, one meter in front
of the fan, and focusing the camera on the tape. The focusing was done by observing
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Fig. 111 5000 RPM — Magnified View From Fig. 110
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the image with a microscope to find the proper focal plane, then moving the f ilm
transport until the Image of the film was In focus.

The sequence of speckle photographs taken at the various operating conditions
showed halo fringes only on the region of the hub. This is due, most likely, to the
fact that series of specklegrams were of very light exposure , owing to the lack
of a reference leg (which builds up film exposure) and deterioration in the retro-
reflective coating on the fan blades. In a previous sequence , recorded only at
idle speed, a higher photographic density was obtained , and the bleached speckle-
grams showed clear halo fringes at the blade tips. Some typical results are
presented in Pig. 146, showing the halo fringes from three successive blade tips
from one of these specklegrams . (Halo fringes on the hub are the result of misalign—
ment of the system and it was determined, after the speckle testing, that there was
a small misalignment of the prisms in the derotator system. This was corrected
before the holograms, discussed in the previous section , were recorded).

Theoretically, the halo fringes found on the hub could be subtracted from those
found on the blade tips to yield the resultant motion of the blade tips. In prac-
tice , this is not practical for these specklegrams because the fringes from the hub
show evidence of multiple pulse output of the laser , whereas those from the tips do
not. This was also corrected prior to the holographic testing, but it was not
possible to record additional specklegrams. The results obtained could be used ,
however , to obtain relative displacements between one blade tip and another. From
calculations made of the expected motions of the fan blades , it was determined that
these halo fringes would represent bendi ng and torsional rotations of the blades
rather than actual displacements.
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S~~TI0N IX

CONCLUSIONS & RE~~~~&E~DATI0NS

In conclusion, it can be stated that the image derotation design principle,
developed under this contract , can be hardware implemented in a manner suitable
for perfo i-ining dynamic analysis, via optical methods, on rotating st ructures in
a test stand environment. This was demonstrated with the recording of both inter-
fercmietric holograms and speckle photographs of a TS22 fan stage operating at speeds
up to 3000 rpei. The enormous potential improvement in test stand data acquisition
pr ’iures which is offered by such a system includes, in particular, the availabi-
lity of full field coverage over the entire visible surface of a structure, as
opposed to discrete point data currently obtained , for example, by strain gages.
Just a. important i.. the sophisticated and proven electronic operational and control
cireuitry developed under the -ontract to run the image derotator system. Its
versatility was well demonst rat ed with the ease of adaptation to the test stand

~eriea t te :;t ; , in which the object code wheel was replaced by the existing test
stand instrumentation out put , with proper signal conditioning , to provide the
re~ui red nimiber of pul ies (is ) to the derotator cont rol logic . Based on th ece
ilemon ;trate- 1 accomplishments, furt her work is reccimnended to exploit the potential
of thi s r~ewly leveloped 

t ool for the acquisition of dynami c structural data on
rot - i.~ in~r components. Current pro blems of interest in this area would include
me ur~en~~~ of’ ~he vU rat ion characteristics and ~,train in rotatin4~ bladed disk s ,
as well a~ studies of flutter ne -h ni~~ns and the effects of rotation on the vibra-

~ioi~al ~~de shapes record ed ~~~~ a zero speed conditio !~. 
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APPENDIX

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY DETAILS*

Controls , Indicator s , Connectors and Fuses

Front Panel

The control s , met ers , and ind icators available to the oper ator on the front
panel are descr ibed below, with reference made to Fig. 29 of the main text.
Also applicable is Drawing ~~G535- 5-2lA.

POWER (CB1) - a 5 Ampere lighted switching circuit breaker which controls the 115VAC
line power . The circuit breaker is push on - push off operated.

BEARING AIR LOW (PL3 ) - a pilot light which is Illuminated when the air bearing
pressure Is below 50 P61G. The pressure switch is located on the optics plat-
form near the air bearing input. If PL3 is on, or if the cable to the switch is
disconnected , the MOTOR ON switch is inoperative and dynamic breaking is applied
to the torque motor which drives the derotator. This pilot light is not opera-
tive if the cable to the derotation motor is disconnected .

MOTOR (Sl-PL1) - an alternate action , indicating push button switch which
controls the AC line power to the DC power supply (P61) for the brushless motor
drive circuit. The control breaker (CB1) must be in the ON pos ition , adequate
ai r pressur e must be applied to the air bearing , and the cable to the derotator
motor must be connected before this control will be operative .

MA NUAL-TRACK (s14) - a two position toggle switch. In the MANUAL position the
torque motor rotation ratL is controlled by the setting of the MOTOR RPM control .
In the TRACK position the torque motor rotation rate is synchronized to half
the object rotation rate. The PHASE LOCK control shonld be in the INHIBIT
posit ion when MANUAL control of the motor is utilized .

MOTOR RPM (R3) - a ten-turn control pot entio meter wh ich sets the rotation
rate of the torque motor when the MANUAL-TRACK switch is in the MANUAL position.
The range of control is 2KRPM to 5KRPM .

MOTOR X 1000 RPM (Ml ) - an analog panel meter calibrated to read out the rotat ion
rate of the servo motor . The range of the meter is 0 - 5KRPM .

OBJECT X 1000 RPM (M2 ) - an analog panel meter calibrated to read out the
rotation rate of the object . The range of the meter is 0 - 1OKRPM.

* As noted earlier , a coaçlete set of circuit drawi ngs is available under separate
cover ; mention of specific Fig . No~ - refers to the main text of this report .
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CALIBRATE (Ri) - a ten-turn control potentiometer which fine tunes the rotation
rate of’ the servo motor. With the PHASE CONTROL in the INHIBIT position , the
CALIBRATE control is used to adjust the motor rotation rate to half the object
rotation rate. This may be done by observing the motor RPM HIGH - LOW lights
and the blink rate of the LEAD-LAG lights , or by observing the object thr ough
the derotator optics. —

PHASE CONTROL - INHIBIT - ENABLE - LOCK (53) - a three-position toggle switch
with an on-on-momentary action . The LOCK position is momentary. In the INHIBIT
position , the phase control loop is disconnected. This allows the rotat ion
rate of the motor to be adjusted to be equal to half’ that of’ the object . The
LOCK position forces the phase lock ioop to close , and can be useful if’ the
object rotation rate is oscillating , but within the phase lock loop captur e
range (RPM HIGH or RPM LOW indicators not illuminated). This is a back-up
funct ion , since the phase control loop automatically locks when the PHASE
CONTROL switch is In the ENABLE position.

PHASE LOCKED (P12) - a pilot light which indicates that the phase lock loop is
actuated.

PHASE (R2)  - a ten turn control potentiometer which is used to vary the phase
relationship between the object and the derotator . This effects a rotation
of’ the image over a range of approximately ± 150 0

. This control is functional
when both the phase control loop is locked and the CALIBRATE control is pro-
perly adjusted.

RPM-LOW (PL7) - a pilot light which indicates when the rotation rate of’ the
derotator is less than 95 percent of’ half the rotation rate of the object.

PRM-HIGH (PL6) - a pilot light which indicates when the rotation rate of the
derotator is greater than 105 percent of half the rotation rate of’ the object.

LEAD (PLI~) - a pilot light which indicates that the phase angle of the derota-
tor is leading the phase angle of’ the object by more than 15° .

LAG (PL5) - a pilot light which indicates that the phase angle of the derotator
is lagging the phase angle of the object by more than 15°.

Rear apron

A photograph showing a view of the control chassis rear apron is presented
in Fig. LA and indicates the position of the connectors , fuses , an d switch
described below. Also applicable is Drawing E8G535-5-2lA .
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AIR BEARING INTERLOCK (.11) - a 5 pin female type 126 Amphenol connector which
connects to the air pressure relay near the air bearing inlet port. If’ the
cable is not connected , the torque motor power cannot be turned on.

MOTOR (J2) - 5 pin female MS type connector which connects to the derotator
motor . If the cable is not connected the motor power supply cannot be turned on.

OBJECT SIGNAL CONDITIONER (J3) - a 15 pin female type D connector which connects
to the signal conditioning and pick-up electronics box; the interconnection cable
can be up to 140 feet long. An additional 14 foot long cable connects this
signal conditioning box to the object pick-up head.

MOTOR (EREC ’IOR) SIGNAL COI’~DITI0NER (Jli.) - a 25 pin fewale type D connector which
— connects to the motor signal conditioning and pick-up electronics box; the

interconnection cable can be up to 150 feet long. An additional 1 foot long
cable connects the signal conditioning box to the motor pick-up head.

MOTOR (J5) - a BNC jack for counter monitoring of’ the torque motor revolution
rate. This signal originates from the code wheel mounted on the derotator shaft
and outputs one pulse per motor revolution. The output impedance is 10K ohm.

OBJECT (j6) - a BNC jack for counter monitoring of the object revolution rate.
This s ignal originates from the code wheel mounted on the rotating object and
outputs one puls~~per two object revolutions. The output impedance is 10K ohm.

OBJECT P.S. (Fl ) - a 0.125 Amper e , type 3AB line fuse for the 115VAC required
by the power supply in the object signal conditioning box.

l5V , 5V , P.S.  (F2 ) - a 0.5 Ampere , type 3AB line fuse for the 115VAC re quired
by the logic pow er supplies (P62 , P63, and ~s 14). Power Supply PSi has its own
internal fuse.

MOTOR ROTATION DIRECflON - CW - CCW (S2 ) - a toggle switch for changing the
rotation direction (OW-clockwise; COW-counter clockwise) of the derotator motor .
This switch should be toggled only when the motor is off’.

Main Control Chassis Description

Deck Mounted Components

A photograph shc~ ing the top view of the control chassis deck is presented
in Fig. 2A. The major deck mounted components are identified on the photograph .
Also applicable is Control Chassis Interconnection Drawing ESG535-5-21A and
Parts List ESG535-3-27 (under separate cover). Referring to the interconnection
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drawing it can be seen that relay Ki works in conjunction ‘with the air bearing
pressure monitoring relay. If the air pressure is below the set value, and
the BEARING AIR L~M indicator is illuminated, Ki cannot be energized. If the
cable to the derotator motor is not connected to the control chassis, neither
the indicator light nor Kl can be energized. This is to prevent damage to the
motor driver circuit which could occur if left open circuited. Since contacts
CK1 are in series with the MOTOR ON switch Si and the motor power supply control
relay K2, no power may be applied to the motor driver circuit unless the above
conditions are satisfied. Note that 1(3 is in parallel with K2 and when K3 is
not energized a 3 ohm resistor is connected across each of the 3 motor windings
to provi de dynamic braking to the motor. This dynamic braking occur s whenever
the mot or is turned of f , or if the bearing air pressur e drops below miniuxi rn .
When the motor control is turned on, the dynamic braking is removed , the motor
driver power supply (PSl) is energized, and the MOTOR ON indicator is Illumina-
ted. The line fuse for PSi is located within the power supply module. Power
to the remaining low voltage power supplies (P52 , P53, and PSl~) is applied thru
a line fuse (F2) when the P~~ER ON circuit breaker is closed. The function
of each printed circuit is described in the following sections.

Derotator Motor Current Source

Refer to Derotator Motor Driver Interconnection Drawing ESG535-5-211.. This
driver circuitry is located on three different printed circuit cards and is pre-
sented in this composite form as an aide to understanding the circuitry and as
an aide in trouble shooting. The output of this driver connects to the brushless
DC motor 30 switch and provides an output current proportional to the input voltage
signal. The 0 to ± 10 volt input signal is transformed to a 0 to 3.3 amperes
output which drives the torque motor, which in turn drives the image derotating
optics. To protect the DC motor from inadvertent demagnetization of the permanent
magnet rotor during starting or fast reversal, the circuit also includes a hard
current limiter.

The input voltage signal is attenuated by a factor of 3 and inverted by
operational amplifier Al and associated components. The A2 stage has a unity
gain but inverts the signal and clips any negative going signal component; thus
the output of A2 is an attenuated signal in phase with positive input signals.
The Ql stage converts the voltage signal at the output of A2 to a current
amplifier. The voltage drop across Dl offsets the base-emitter drop of Qi
and thus the voltage drop across R9 and RlO (a measure of the emitter current)
is approximately equal to the output voltage of A2. Since Ql is a high gain
transistor, the collector current is nearly equal to the emitter current. The
emitter current is proportional to the output of A2; therefore the collector
current of Qi is proportional to the output voltage of A2. Using reasoning
similar to that above it can be seen that almost all of the Q]. collector current
flows thru Rl2 and the Q2/Q6 current gain is approximately equal to the ratio
of Rl2 to R2.
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The hard current limiting is prov ided by the ~l/Q2 stage. P2 and P3 are
constant current diodes which provide the current to zener diode Dl. If the
current through Ri and R2 is low enough such that the voltage across these
resistors is 0.5 volt less than the Dl zener voltage , Q~l and ~2 will be saturated
and 0.5 volts or less will be dropped across Q2 collector to emitter. If’ the
current demand causes the voltage across RI and R2 to approach the Dl zener
voltage, Qi will begin to turn off’ Q2 and the voltage across Q2 will begin to
rise and limit the current to this level. As n~ntioned previously this pr otects
the motor from inadvertent demagnetization.

Motor Current Limiter

Applicable documentation: Derotator Motor Driver
Interconnection Schematic ESG535_5_2L1

Current Limited Schematic ESG535-l-30
Current Limiter Parts LSG535-3-30
Current Limiter PC Layout ESG535-8-30

The motor current limiter circuit board assembly is identified as PC14 on
the control chassis interconnection diagram. This assembly provides drive
current to the output stages. The current path is from the B+ terminal (PIN 2),
through the parallel combination of Ri and R2, through Q2 and out the +OUT
terminal (Pin 6). Qi maintains Q2 in a saturated condition if the load current
is such that the drop across Ri and R2 is less than the Dl zener voltage. As
the Dl zener voltage is approached, base drive current for Qi is di verted into
Dl and , consequently, the base drive of Q2 decreases , it comes out of saturation,
and a sharp current limit occurs at this output current level. The current
limit point may be altered by changing Di to a different zener value or by
changing Ri and/or R2. Note: this current limit must be less than th~ maximum
allowable stator current for the servo motor (3 . 1i~7 amperes).

Current Control Element - PC3

Applicable documentation : Derotat or Motor Driver
Interconnection Schematic ESG535-5-2I~

Bridge Control Element ESG535-l-28
Bridge Control Elements Part List ESG535-3-28
Heat Sink Assembly Board Layout ESG535-8-28

The current control element assembly consists of printed circuit mounted
components and heat sink mounted components. The plug-in assembly is identified
as P03 on the control chassis interconnection diagram. Q2 is the main series
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pass device and is driven by Q6. Ql& acts to compensate for the base to emitter
voltage drop of Q6. Refer to the Derotator Motor Current Source section for
a complete description of the operation of the devices on this assembly.

Driver Amplifier and 30 Switch

Applicable documentation : Driver Amplifier and 30 Switch ESG535-l-29
Driver Amp and 30 Switch Parts List ~~G535-3-29
Driver Amp and 30 Switch Layout E~G535-8-29

A description of the Al, A2, and Ql stages was presented in the Derotator
Motor Current Source section of this appendix. The calibraton procedure for
the I GAIN potentiometer is described in the Board 361-Driver Amplifier and 30
Switch section under “Cal ibration Procedures” of this appendix.

Integrated circuit stages, A3, AI~, and A5 are connected as differential
inputs to single ended output line receivers. These line receivers are designed
for industrial logic application requiring high immunity to electrical noise.
Using stage A3A as an example, when pin 6 is positive with respect to pin 2
then output pin 1 is high. When pin 2 is positive with respect to pin 6, then
output pin 1 is approximately at circuit common potential. When A3A pin 1 is
high, Q2 is turned on which turns on Q5 and connects the OA output to circuit
common. If neither A3A pin 1 nor A3B pin 1 is high, the OA output is open circuited,
Diodes D7, D8, and D9 clamp the negative spikes from the motor stator and prevent
the output transistors from being reverse biased. The motor drive switching logic
is such that the Q3 stage and Q5 stage are never on simultaneously.

Line Receiver

Applicable documentation: Digital Line Receiver Schematic ESG535-1-3l
Digital Line Receiver Parts List ESG535-3-31
Digital Line Receiver Layout ESG535-8-31

This printed circuit board contains six channels of differential input to
high or low level single ended output line receivers. These are high noise immunity
receivers designed for industrial logic applications. The IC1, 1C2, and 1C3 stages
each are dual receivers . The 1C14 and 1C5 stages are triple high level to TTh level
translators. One section of IC1 and one section of IC~+ will be used to illustt~te
circuit operation. When board input pin A is positive with respect to board input
pin B, ICl pin 7 will also be high. When board input pin B is positive with respect
to board input pin A , ICl pin 7 will be low . This high level signal is brought
out to board pin C (not used in the Derotator ) and also applied to the level trans-
lator input pin 1 of IC1L This high level logic signal is translated to TTh level
and brought out to pin D. The level translator is noninverting. Voltage regulators
yR-i and VR-2 are not used . An input to output jumper has been installed in their
place.
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Two Channel Frequency-to-Voltage Converter

Applicable documentat ion: 2-Channel F/V Schematic ESG ESG535-l-6B
2-Channel F/V Part s ESG535-3-6B
2-Channel F/V Layout ESG535-8-6F&6R

• The frequency-to-voltage plug-in printed circuit card is identified as ~ 5
on the control chassis interconnection diagram . The circuit s on this card convert
the incremental signals from the motor driven optics and the rotat ing object to
DC analog voltages proportional to the rotational rate of the motor and. object ,
respectively. These analog voltages are used. to drive the rotat ional rat e meters ,
provide a signal proportional to the rotational rate difference, and provide signals
to the motor rotational rat e cont rol loop .

Integrated circuit IC]. is a dual one-shot multivibrator connected such that
one of the one-shots is triggered on the positive going excursion of the motor
incremental signal and the other is triggered by the negative going excursion.
These two signals are combined by a section of OR gate IC1O; thus the output of
IC1O is triggered by each edge of the motor rotational rate ( incremental ) signal.
The output of 103 is brought out to board pin L through a section of OR gate IC1O.
This is a good place to monitor the motor rotation rate by use of a counter. The
output of 1C3 is also level conditioned by loB transistors and associated compo-
nents and filtered by a low pass filter made up of IC~4B, R19, and C9. The filtered
signal is amplified by the IC5B stage and brought out to board pin R as the inverted
signal proport ional to the motor rotational rate. The output of IC5B is also applied
to the IC6B follower stage and brought out to board pin X. The signal at pin X is
used to drive the MOTOR RIM meter on the front panel.

The object rotation rate signal is processed in a similar manner through the
“B” channel up to the output of 1C6A . The full output of IC6A is applied across the
derotation calibration potentiometer DE (RI .l). The signal level at the Rli.l slider
is inverted by the IC7A stage and brought out to board pin T as the signal propor-
tiona]. to the object rotation rate. This signal is also simBued with the inverted
motor rotation rate signal from 1C6B by the IC7B stage . This IC7B output is
brought out to board pin V as the signal proportional to the rotational rate
difference between motor and object . H

Refer to the Board l~4.3-Two Channel F/V section of the calibration procedures
applying to this printed current card .
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Amp1ifier~ Threshold, and Logic Board

Applicable documentation: Amplifier, Threshold , aa~d Logic Schematic
ESG535-l-33A

Amplifier, Threshold, and Logic Part s
ESG535-3-33

Amplifier, Threshold, and Logic Layout
ESG535-8-33

The amplifier, threshold, and logic board is identified as K~6 on the control
chassis iaterconnection diagram. The track , manual , minimum revolution rat e ,
motor rotation rate high, motor rotation rate low, phase lock loop control circuits,
and status readout logic is locat ed on this circuit card .

The front panel manual MOTOR RIM signal is low pass filtered by IC1 and
associated components and stmmied with the MIN RPS control level . This signal is
applied to si.nmning amplifier 1C3 through an ic8 analog switch when the front panel
MODE switch is in the MA1~ITJAL position. When the MODE switch is in the TRACK posi-
tion, the output of’ the object F to V converter is applied to the 1C3 sunming
amplifier through an 1C8 analog switch. If a phase lock signal is present at pin
11 of 1C7, the phase control signal at board pin L will also be applied to the 1C3
summing amplifier through an loB analog switch section . Wh en the front panel
motor control switch is in the ON position, the output of stumning amplifier 1C3
is applied to follower stage 1C1I. The output of 1C1J provides the input to the motor
driver amplifier circuit.

The motor RMP HI(~I-LOW dual threshold detector is 1c5, 1c6 and associated
components. The dead band of this detector is set by the +L]24 and -LIM potentiometer.
If the motor rotation rate exceeds the object by an amount in excess of the dead
band, the output of 1C5 goes high. This signal is applied to the readout driver
on R~7 and generates an inhibit-to-phase lock signal through the upper two OR

• gates of 1C7 to board pin P. If the rate is below the motor by an amount in
exce ss of the deadband , the output of ic6 goes high. This signal is applied to
the readout driver on R~7 and generates an inhibit to phase lock signal in the same
way as the output of 1C5.

Refer to the Board l1~8-Amplifier, Threshold, and Logic section of the calibra-
tion procedures applying to this printed circuit card.

Phase Detector

Applicable documentation: Phase Detector Schematic ESG535-l-Y4
Phase Detector Parts ESG535-3-311
Phase Detector EC Layout ESG535-8-3~
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The phase detector board is identified as P07 on the control chassis
interconnection diagram. ICl and 1C1. and associated components comprise a flip~flop
multivibrator with stable output levels of +5 volt s and -5 volts. The ~~0 index
pulse f ran the motor sets the output to +5 volts at the 171 test point. The 180°
index pulse from the motor set s the output to -5 volt s at the FF1 test point .
1C2, 1C3, ICI.l. and associated components comprise a bistable mu.ltivibrator.
Successive index pulses fran the object cause the output at FF2 to switch f rom one
stable state to the other. The output states are +5 volt s and -5 volts at the FF2
test point. The output signals from the flip-flop and the bistable are applied to
the 1C5 mu.ltiplier input and the multiplier output is filtered by the low pass
filter ic6 and associated components. The output of 1c6 is an analog signal which
is proportional to the cosine of rotational phase angle between the object and the
motor driven optics.

The phase offset control voltage from the front panel PhASE control is filtered
by the 1C7 low pass filter stage and sumzned with the phase difference signal by
slnmning amplifier 1c8 and associated components. The output of 1c8 is the phase
control signal which is applied through 1010 to the phase correction swmning
amplifier on Pc6. The phase offset voltage is inverted by the 1C9 inverting ampli-
fier stage and applied to the bias input of a dual threshold detector consisting

- 
of’ IC].]., IC]2, and associated components. The input to the dual threshold detector
is the phase signal. If the phase angle of the rotating optics leads the phase angle
of’ the object by more than the detector dead band, the output of ICU is high and
the LEAD indicator is illuminated. If the phase angle of the rotating optics lags
the phase angle of the object by more than the detector deadband, the output of
1012 is high and the lAG indicator is illuminated. ICl5 and associated components
comprise a flip-flop mu.ltivibrator. It is set to a high output state by either
holding the phase control switch in the LOCK position ( SET input ) or by the LEAD
or LAG signal being generated , provided the INHIBIT IN signal is not present . The

- 
• flip-flop is reset by the INHIBIT IN signal which occur s if the RIM HI~~ or RIM

LOW signal is generated or if the INHIBIT-ENABLE-LOCK front panel switch is in the
INHIBIT position. The IC].11. stage and the two 1Ci6 transistors provide a regulated-5Vdc
to operate the f].ip-flop and the bistable mu].tivibrator.

• Refer to the Board lII.9-Phase Detector section of the calibrat ion procedures
applying to this printed circuit card.

Torque Direct ion Controller

Applicable documentation: Torque Direction Controller Schematic ESG535-l-35
Torque Direction Controller Parts List ESG535-3-35
Torque Direct ion Controller Layout ESG535-8-35
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This printed circuit is identified as P08 on the control chassis interconnection
schematic. The circuitry provides the rotation direction signal through a remote
electronics line receiver tothe motor rotation logic circuitry. If the motor control
loop command signal is such as to require the motor to slow down , this circuit
generates a rotat ion direct ion reversing signal and hence changes the direction
of rotat ional torque being applied to the optics. Provision is also made through this
circuitry for selection of the direction of rotation of the optics; the operator
selects the rotation direction by a rear apron mounted toggle switch.

The 101 and 1C2 stages are functionally connected as an absolute value circuit.
Regardless of the polarity of the input signal at board pin A, the output will be
proportional to the input, and positive . This absolute value signal is brought out
to board pin D and is used as the input signal to the motor driver circuitry. To
illustrate how the absolute value circuit works consider a positive polarity
signal at TP1. The output of 101 is negative going and clamped by Dl and blocked
by D2. D3 will be reversed biased, DII. will be forward biased, 1C2 acts as a voltage
follower, and the output (TP2) signal is equal to the input signal and positive.
For a negative signal at TP1, the output of IC2 is negative going, clamped by D3,
and blocked by D14. The ou~out of IC1 will be positive going, Dl will be reversed
biased , D2 will be forward )iased , and the output (TP2) signal is equal to the
input signal but positive.

The input signal (board pin A) is also applied to the parallel connected IC3A
and IC3B comparator stage. The trip level of the comparator is set by R7 and R9
and approximately 2 percent of deadband is provided by R5 and Jill . Parallel connected
comparators IC3C and IC3D are configured to function as a logic level inverter.
Depending on the position of the MOTOR ROTATION DIRECTION switch (S2), either the
TC3A/IC3B output or the IC3C/IC3D output will be connected to the IC1I.A line driver
input. The output of ICIlA conmiands the rotation direction of the motor. Assume
the rotation control switch is in the position as drawn on E5G535-l-35. If the
input is positive the IC3A/IC3B output will be high, the IC6A input will be high,
IC~-i.A pin 1 will be positive with respect to pin 7, and the torque direction command
will be for CW rotation. If the motor control loop needs to slow the motor down,
the input signal will be negative, the IC3A/IC3B output will be low, the IC6A input
will be low, IC1tA pin 7 will be positive with respect to pin 1, and the torque
direction command will be for COW rotation (to slow the motor down dynamically in
this case). IC4B is a spare line driver section brought out to card edge pins
(not used).

Remote Electronics

Motor Signal Conditioner Box

Applicable documentation: Motor Signal Conditioner and Control
Logic Interconnect ESG535-5-22A

Interconnection Block Diagram ESG535-1I.-22
Motor Code Wheel Layout ESG535-6-23A
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A long cable is usually required between the control chassis and the derotator
motor driven optics. To keep the number of interconnecting wires to a minimum , and
to signal condition the signals for long cable transmission, a considerable amount
of electronics must be locat ed close to the derotation motor. A 25 wire cable
connects the motor signal condit ioning electronics to the control chassis and a 15
wire cable connects the motor signal conditioning electronics to the motor code
wheel pickup head . The motor signal conditioning box houses the following three
printed circuit cards: a t ransmission signal conditioning card of’ line driver s
and line receivers , a card with two pickup head receivers and the motor rotat ion
logic , and a card with two pickup driver/receiver circuit s and a divider for
generating the rotation index pulses.

Object Signal Conditioner Box

Applicable documentation: Object Signal Conditioner Box
Interconnection ESG535-5-23

Interconnection Block Diagram ESG535-Ii.-22
Object Code Wheel Layout ESG535-6-211.

The function of the object signal conditioner box is similar to the motor
signal conditioner box. A 15 wire cable connects the object signal conditioner
electronics to the control chassis and an eight wire cable connects the object
signal conditioner electronics to the object code wheel. The object signal condi-
tioning box houses a miniature regulated power supply, a power conditioning and
distribution card , and a card with two pickup driver/receiver circuits.

Pickup Head Driver and Detector:

Applicable documentation: Pickup Head Drive and Detector
Schematic ESG535-l-21A

Pickup Head and Detector Condit ioner
Parts List ESG535-3-2l

Pickup Head Drive and Detector
Condit ioner Layout ESG535-8-2l

A Pickup Head Drive and Detector circuit card is located in both the motor and
the object signal conditioner boxes. The divide by 16 counter is locat ed only on
the card used in the motor signal conditioner box. These cards control the power
to the light-emitting diodes (LED), and detect the chopped signal from the photo
transistors in the pickup heads. The power to the LED ’s is controlled so as to
obtain a symmetrical square wave from the incremental track on the code wheel.
Parallel connected comparators IC1A and IC].B detect the signal f rom the pickup
head photo transistor. The output of’ the comparators is brought out to board pin
2 as the incremental signal output. The output of the comparators is also filtered
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by R5 and 010 and applied to the 1C2 differential amplifier stage . The slider of
the syannetry pot (Rl8 ) is set to be equal to the average valve of the incremental
signal when it is a symmetrical square wave . If the high level of the incremental
signal tends to become narrower than the low level , the filtered signal applied
to IC2 become s less positive, the output of 1C2 gets more positive, the current
thru the incremental light emitting diode is increased , the signal out of the photo
t ransistor will increase, and the high level of the incremental signal width will
be increased . The above illust rates how this circuit regulates the symmet ry of the
incremental signal. The level trim pot (R17) sets the level of current thru the
light emitting diode at symmetry .

The .ndex marker LED receives a constant current thru a 1.2K ohm resistor and
the index phototransistor output is detected by the parallel connected IC1C and
IC1D comparators. No calibrat ion is required for the index channel . For the com-
plet e calibration procedure for thi s board refer to the Board 1Il.5-Pickup Head
Driver and Detector section of Calibration Procedures.

Line Driver/Receiver

Applicable documentation : Motor Line Driver/Receiver ESG535-1-22
Motor Line Driver/Receiver Parts List ESG535-3-22
Motor Line Driver/Receiver Layout ESG535-8-22

The Line Driver/Receiver card is used only in the motor signal conditioning
box. The card has three each triple level translators (106, IC8, IC9), five each
duAl, line driver/receivers (ICl-Ic5), and a dual one-shot multivibrator (107). The
level translators translate the input TTL level signal to the high level signals
required by the line drivers. The differential line drivers are designed for this
type of logic applicat ion where a high innunity to electrical noise is required.

To illustrate the functioning of the translator/driver circuits assume the
ØA Hi input (board pin C) to be high . The output at IC6 pin 3 will be high and pin - -

7 of ICl will be negat ive with respect to pin 1. If board pin C is low, the output
at 1c6 pin 3 will be low and pin 7 of 101 will be positive with respect to pin 1.
The differential line receiver section of’ 1C5 receives the motor rotation direction
control signal . When board pin A is positive with respect to board pin B , 1C5
output pin 15 will be high. When pin A is negative with respect to pin B, 1C5 output
pin 15 will be low. The input to one-shot multivibrator 1C7 is a full square wave
signal for each full revolution of the motor. The upper section of’ the one-shot
is triggered by the positive going edge of the input signal and output s the Q

0 index
pulse. The lower section of the one-shot is triggered by the negative going edge
of the input signal and outputs the 1800 index pulse.
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Motor Rotation Logic

Applicable documentation: Motor Rotation Logic Schematic ESG535-1-23
Motor Rotation Logic Parts List ESG535-3-23
Motor Rotation Logic Layout ESG535-8-23

The motor rotation logic card is used in the motor signal conditioning box.
The upper two parallel connected comparators are used to detect the signal from the
ØB photo transistor. The lower two parallel connected comparators are used to
detect the signal from the ~C photo transistor. The nine gates of the Motor Driver
Simplified Schematic (Fig. 3A) are located on the printed circuit card . For example,
gate 1 of Pig. 3A is the uppermost IC5 exclusive OR gate on ESG535-1-23. The
operation of this circuit is completely described by the truth table included in

— Fig. 3A and the accompanying explanation in the Brushless DC Motor and Drive
Electronics Section of this appendix.

Pickup Head Drive and Detector Bower Supply

Applicable documentation: Pickup Head Drive and Detector
Bower Supply Schematic ESG535-1-25

Pickup Head Drive and Detector Power
Supply Parts List ESG535-3-25

Pickup Head Drive and Detector Power —

Supply Layout ESG535-8-25

The Pickup Head Drive and Detector Power Supply card is used in the object
signal condit ioning box and contains a 5 VDC regulator (Al ) and a ~~L signal level
controlled switch (Ql, Q2 and associated components) in series with the regulator
output. When a HIGH signal is present at the SET IN 1 input, Q2 is turned on which
turn s on Q]. and connect s the regulated 5 volt to the SWITCHED +5 volt OUT 1 output .
Thi s card also serves as a general power distribution point for the low voltage DC
power . No calibration adjustments are located on this card .

Brushless DC Motor and Drive Electronics

Motor Description

The conventional dc motor uses brushes and a commutator to properly distribute
current through the windings as the motor rotates. In a continuous rotat ion brush-
less motor , this mechanical switching is replaced with electronic switching . The
brushless dc motor is not simply an AC motor powered by an inverter; it has posi-
tion feedback so that the input waveforms are kept in proper timing with the rotor
position . They have some of the same basic motor operat ion characteristics as the
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MOTOR CONTROL TRUTH TABLE 

LOGIC KEY
86 A8 B8

A3 85 A5 B7 I ~~I~~
___ ON

81 B2 B3 A2 B4 A4 A6 
-

OE~ a b c Al Ql 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 C

0 1  0 0 0  1 0  0 0  0 0 1  1 0 X 0  1 —

2 4 1 1 1 1  0 1  1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1  X 0

36 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 o 1 0 0 1 X 1 0 ON ROTATION

- 4 8 0 0 1 ~~~O~~~O 0 i O 1  1 0 0 0 0 1  X

60 o o t o l o  0
1

~~~~0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 X 1
— — —___ ‘.— — — — — — —

7 2 1  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1  0 X ~~~0 ’ 1  —- --~-H-~~~-- - - - -- - -
1~~~O~~~~~~~~~ O 0 1  X 1 0

12 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 X

2 4 1  i i i  1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0  O X 1

36 o 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 x o i C~W ROTATION

4! 2., 0 1  1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1  O X

6 0 0 0 0  1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0  0 1  1 X 0

72 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 X 1 0 —

Fig. 3A Motor Driver Simplified Schematic
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dc servo motor , but with the following advantages: much higher operating speeds
with fu,U. torque at these speeds ; the stator is the wound member and may be mounted
on a substantial heat sink; the EMI normally associated with the arcing of a brush-
commutator interface is eliminated; and they have a very long life because there
are no brushes to burn and wear out .

Some means of sensing the position of t 1~ rotor in reference to the stator is
necessary so that the input currents are applied properly. With the derotator
drive motor this is accomplished by the use of a coded light chopper wheel which
rotates between photo transistors and light emitting diodes. The code wheel has
the proper sequence of windows arranged in three separate tracks to provide the
three phase switching signals needed to rotate the motor . The windows in this wheel
are positioned with respect to the back em±’ waveforms o~ the motor . The code wheel
provides the positional information required to excite the stator windings in a
sequence that keeps the stator approximately 90 electrical degrees ahead of the
rotor field.

Drive Electronics Description

A simplified schematic, and a switching logic truth table, for the brushless de
motor drive electronics is shown in Fig. 3A. As previously described, a code wheel
is positioned between light emitting diode~ cud photo transistors. Each 12° of
motor rotation changes the binary word generated at the inputs to the exclusive OR
gates. As an example of the use of the truth table, consider the 0° position with
a clockwise (CW) rotation direction signal. Only the “a” photo-transistor is
illuminated; the outputs of gates I (QI), 7 (Q7), and 8 (Q8) are high; the other
gate outputs (Q~, Q3, Q11., Q5, Q6, and Q.9) are low; neither transistor connected to
the A motor winding is on; the lower transistor connected to the B winding is on
and B will be switched to circuit common; and the upper transistor connected to the
C winding is on and C will be switched to the positive current source. The main
current flow in the motor is from C to B. After 12° of’ motor rotation , the abc
binary word changes from 100 to 110, the upper transistor connected to the A winding
is on , the lower transistor connected to the B winding is on , and neither transistor
connected to the C winding is on. The main current flow in the motor is from A to B.

The simplified circuit schematic of’ the motor driver , and the associated truth
table is included as an aide to trouble shooting the motor driver circuit . The abc
binary word being generated for a given position of the code wheel can be determined
by inspection with the motor stopped. The truth table gives the on/off condition
of each gate and transistor in the circuit . Refer to the proper printed circuit
card schematic for more details concerning each circuit.
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Calibration Procedures

Board 11.1.3 
- Two Channel F/V

1. Front panel controls

a)  Set CALIBRATE and PHASE pots to 500.
b)  Set TRACK-MANUAL switch to MANUAL.
c) Set INHIBIT-ENAB LE-LOCK switch to INHIBIT.
d) Tur n POWER and MOTOR on.
e) Set MOTOR RPM pot to 000.

2. Input one shots

a)  Rotate object at some convenient speed.
b)  Check for 30 ~sec ±20% pulse at the OSA (TP3) test point .
c) Check for 15 ~sec ±20% pulse at the OSA ( TPI1.) test point .

3. Precision one shots

a) Adjust the ACAL (R35) trimpot for a 0.3 msec pulse at the TPA (TP8 ) test
point.

b) Adjust the BCP.L trimpot for a 0.15 msec pulse at the TPB (TP7) test
point .

1. MOTOR rotation rate and readout

a) Connect scope probe to test point FF1 on board l~19.
b )  Adjust front panel MOTOR RPM pot for a 20 msec pulse-to-pulse interval.

This corresponds to 3000 RPM (3. rev/.02 see x 60 sec/mm = 3000 RPM) .
• c) Adjust the AFV (R37 ) trimpot for a reading of 3000 RPM on the MOTOR meter.

d) Iterate between the MOTOR RPM control and the AFV trimpot to obtain a
correct MOTOR RPM reading and pulse-to-pulse interval; i.e., iterate
between steps 24b and ~4c .

5. OBJECT tracking and readout

a) Connect scope probe to test point FF2 on board 11.1.9.
b)  Adjust the RPM of the object for a 20 msec pulse-to-pulse interval . This

corresponds to 6000 RPM (2 rev/ .02 sec x 60 sec/mm = 6000 RPM).
c) Switch the MANUAL-TRACK front panel switch to TRACK.
d) Adjust the BFV (R36 ) trimpot for a reading of 6000 RPM on the OBJECT meter.
e) Adjust the DR (Ria) trixnpot for derotation of’ the object - maintain object

at 6000 RPM during this adjustment.
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board 111.5 
- Pick-Up Head Driver and Detector

1. Initial Conditions

a) Set LEVEL TRIM (R17) and SYM (R18) trimpots to approximately mid-position.
b)  Load to be driven must be connected across pins 2 and 3.
c) Pick-up head and code wheel in mechanical alignment and rotating.

2 • LEVEL TRIM and SYM calibration

a) Measure the average voltage level at the INC (TPLi.) test point (v5~~ + Vmin )/2~
b) Adjust the SYM trimpot slider voltage to be equal to the results of Step 2a.
c) Adjust the LEVEL TRIM trimpot to obtain 3.3 Vdc at the I test point .
d) Fine adjust the SYM trimpot for a symm etrical square wave at the INC test

point.
e) Iterate between steps 2c and 2d. in order to satisfy both conditions .

• f)  Check for .a TTL level pulse at the INDEX test point .

Board 111.8 - Amplifier, Threshold, and Logic

Note : Calibrate Board 11.1.3 before proceeding with this procedure.

1. Front panel controls

a) Set the TRACK-MANUAL switch to MANUAL.
b)  Set the MOTOR RPM control to 000.
c) Set the INHIBIT-ENABLE-LOCK switch to INHIBIT .
d) Turn POWER and MOTOR on.

2. HIGH, LOW, and MIII RPS calibration

a) Adjust the Nfl BPS (Ri 1.2) trimpot for a MOTOR RPM of 1500.
b) Adjust the +LIM (R113) trimpot for 0.50 V at the +LIM test point .
c) Adjust the -LIM (R14i.) trimpot for 0.50 V at the -LIM test point .

Board 111.9 - Phase Detector

Note : ..alibrate Boards ]Ji-3 and 111.8 before proceeding with this procedure .

1. Front panel controls

a) Set INHIBIT-ENABLE-LOCK switch to INHIB IT.
b)  Set TRACK-MANUAL switch to TRACK. —

c) Set PHASE control to 500.
d) CALIBRATE as required to derotate the image in the INHIBIT and TRACK mode

with an object rotation rate of 6000 RPM.
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e) MOTOR RPM - not used.
f) Turn POWER and MOTOR on.

2.  PHASE , LEAD , and LAG calibraticti

a) Set the BIAS (RlO1), LEAD (RlOIi.), and. LAG (R103) trimpots full CCW and
insert the card.

b)  Fine adjust the front panel PHASE control to obtain OV at the BIAS test point.
c) Adjust the LEAD trimpot to obtain +o.64 V at the LEAD test point . This

represents 15° of’ LEAD (sin 15° x 2.5 = .61i.).
d) Adjust the LAG trimpot to obtain -0.611. V at the LAG test point . This

represents 15° of LAG.
e)  Switch the front panel INHIBIT-ENABLE-LOCK switch to ENABLE and. check for

proper automatic image lock-on.
± ‘) Adjust front panel CALIBRATE control as in Step id.. Switch back to ENABLE

and adjust the front panel PHASE control for a 000 reading. Adjus t the BIAS
trimpot cw until the image begins to roll, then back off 1.5 turns . If

- the image rotates at 999 on the PHASE control , back off an additional 0.5
turn on the BIAS trimpot.

g) Phase lock an image and adjust the front panel PHASE control to 900.
Adjus t the -BIAS CR102) trimpot such that the voltages at the -BIAS and
LP test point s are equal .

Board 361 - Driver Amplifier and. 3 ~ Switch

1. Preliminary Steps

a) Remove board 1148
b) Connect the + side of an ammeter to the X5 terminal of’ boar d. 126. Connect

the - side to the X1.1. terminal of board 126 . Set the ammeter on a conven-
ient range for measuring 3 to 1.1. amperes.

c) Connect the + side of a 10 Volt source to TP~4 of board 361. Connect the
- side to TP31.

2. Current gain

a) Turn POWER and MOTOR on.
b)  Turn the 10 Volt source on.
c) Adjust the I Gain (alo) pot for a reading of’ 3.3 A on the ammeter.
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